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ABSTRACT 

High power microwaves are useful in a wide variety of applications in science, 

industry and in the mihtary. The virtual cathode oscillator, or vircator, has been seen to 

produce very high output power over a widely tunable range compared with other high 

power microwave sources. Many experiments and numerical simulations have been done 

to study various aspects of vircators and the radiation produced by them. Two effects 

which have not been previously studied are the effects of diode gap closure and bipolar 

flow on the microwave radiation produced in vircators. In this work, these effects are 

studied using the PIC code MAGIC. One- and two-dimensional diode simulations agree 

well with known analytical results formulated for these diode cases. In both one- and 

two-dimensional vircator simulations, diode gap closure and bipolar flow were studied in 

detail. The geometry used in the two-dimensional vircator was made to be similar to that of 

an experiment done at the Himeji Institute of Technology in Japan. This was done so that 

comparisons between the simulations and an actual experiment could be made. 

The primary conclusion of this thesis is that neither bipolar flow alone nor diode 

gap closure alone can generate electron beam pinching in a two-dimensional vircator in 

which the experiment did show electron beam pinching. The second conclusion that is 

drawn in this work is that diode gap closure is the mechanism that allows vircators to 

achieve higher output powers. Finally, comparisons between the one- and 

two-dimensional vircators with diode gap closure or bipolar flow show a dramatic 

difference in the frequency spectrum of the output microwaves. Suggestions for further 

work, which include the creation of a model which combines both diode gap closure and 

bipolar flow, are also included. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of high power microwave sources is crucial to many initiatives in 

science, industry and the military. 1.2 in science, high power microwaves are used in such 

diverse areas as plasma diagnostics, energy level and resonant absorption studies in atomic 

and molecular physics, and in high energy particle accelerators for particle physics to name 

a few examples. Industrial uses of high power microwaves include high frequency curing 

processes, microwave sputtering sources for material processing, and as a diagnostic for 

process control. The military also uses high power microwaves for such diverse 

applications as radar, communications, and electronic warfare. 

The term "microwave source" refers to any device that generates electromagnetic 

radiation in a frequency range of 1 to 3(X) GHz. A "high power" microwave source is 

defined, arbitrarily, as any microwave source that has an output power in excess of 100 

MWi. This arbitrary definition serves to divide the variety of available microwave sources 

into the categories of either a conventional source (P<1(X) MW), such as a magnetron used 

in a microwave oven for example, or a high power source (P>100 MW). Most high power 

microwave sources generate radiation through the interaction of an electron beam with an 

enclosing cavity. 

Of the various types of high power microwave sources, the virtual cathode 

oscillator, or vircator, has demonstrated both high output power of up to 10 GW and easy 

tuning ability over a wide range of frequencies from 1 to 10 GHz, which is a very wide 

range compared with other high power microwave sources.2 Analytic expressions for 

these frequencies have been derived3.4.5 and have also been experimentally validated3.6. 



A vircator primarily consists of a high voltage diode, which produces a relativistic 

electron beam, and a waveguide, into which the electron beam flows. As electrons flow 

from the diode into the waveguide, the electrons in the waveguide further away from the 

diode repel those electrons that are just entering the waveguide. At a particular value of 

electron current entering the waveguide, the electrons further down the waveguide will 

repel those just entering enough to force the incoming electrons back into the diode. The 

position in the waveguide at which the electrons are reflected back into the diode is known 

as the virtual cathode. The diode current at which this reflection occurs is known as the 

space charge limited current. Since the formation of a virtual cathode interrupts the flow of 

electrons in the waveguide, the position and field strength of the virtual cathode oscillates in 

time. This oscillation of the virtual cathode together with the oscillation of the beam 

electrons between the real and virtual cathode produces microwave radiation. 

The formation of a virtual cathode and the associated microwave emission in 

vircators have been extensively studied, both experimentally and theoretically. In the 

1960s and 1970s, the mathematical expressions for the space charge limiting current for a 

planar diode with various drift spaces were derived.!'2 Computer simulations 

demonstrated that the virtual cathode formed was unstable when the electron beam current 

exceeded the space charge limited current.^ Many experiments and numerical simulations 

have been done to study various aspects of vircators and the radiation produced by them, 

such as the effect of diode gap spacing.3 However, there are many other processes 

occurring in vircators that have not been extensively examined. 

One such effect is the interaction of anode plasma with the electron beam and the 

resulting effects on vircator properties. As the electron beam passes through the anode, it 

heats and ionizes portions of the anode. Ions are extracted from this anode plasma by the 

electric field of the diode and flow into the diode toward the cathode. This crossed flow of 



electrons from the cathode and ions from the anode in the diode is known as bipolar flow. 

Bipolar flow has been shown to nearly double the electron current produced from the 

cathode in a diode.^ The effect of bipolar flow on vircators is one of the subjects of this 

thesis. 

Both the electron current, produced on the cathode, and the ions, produced on the 

anode, originate from plasmas on each surface. These plasmas on each surface expand into 

the diode gap causing this gap to become effectively smaller. This process is known as 

diode gap closure and it also causes the electron current to increase in diodes. The effect of 

diode gap closure on vircators is also not well understood and is the other subject of this 

thesis. These effects are studied using the particle-in-cell (PIC) computer code MAGIC. 

Chapter II of this this thesis will begin with a brief explanation of PIC codes in 

general and MAGIC in particular. In Chapter III, the physics of diodes will then be 

discussed. In this chapter, the propagation of the electron beam in the diode and the 

process by which the electron beam fix)m the cathode is created will be described. From 

there, the effect of bipolar flow on the cathode electron beam will then be discussed. 

Computer simulations of a typical diode illustrating these effects will also be included in 

this chapter. Chapter TV will provide a review of the theory behind vircators and will then 

be followed by a section on computer simulation results of bipolar flow and diode gap 

closure on vircators. The last chapter will conclude with a summary of the results and 

some suggestions for future work. 



CHAPTER II 

PIC CODES AND MAGIC 

Particle-in-cell (PIC) codes are used to solve many analytically intractable problems 

involving plasmas or charged particle beams. In a PIC code, the space the plasma or beam 

occupies, or will occupy after the plasma or beam evolves in time, is discretized. Time is 

also discretized in these codes. By discretizing both time and space. Maxwell's equations 

and the Lorentz force equations become finite difference equations and can then be readily 

solved with a computer. In order for a PIC code to be stable, the following condition, 

known as the Courant condition, must be satisfied^ 

Ax>cAt (1) 

where Ax is the spacial step size, c is the speed of light, and At is the temporal step size. 

The plasma, or beam, is then itself discretized so that a portion of plasma/beam, of 

a single type (ion or electron), is represented by a single particle in the computer 

simulation. This single simulation particle is known as a macroparticle. PIC simulations 

will typically consists of thousands of macroparticles representing more than IxlO^o actual 

plasma/beam particles. 

These macroparticles are given some initial conditions within the spacial grid. The 

fields generated by these macroparticles, subject to boundary conditions, and the forces 

between these macroparticles are then calculated. Using these forces, each macroparticle is 

then moved through a discretized time step to a new position. This process of calculating 

the fields and forces, and then moving the particles according to these forces is repeated 

throughout the duration of the simulation until a certain amount of time has accumulated at 

which time the simulation terminates. 



PIC codes are characterized by being one-, two-, or three-dimensional. MAGIC is 

a two dimensional spacial code which calculates fields in all three directions. For this 

reason, MAGIC is often referred to as a two and a half dimensional code. In MAGIC, the 

third spacial direction is assumed to be symmetric in some way to model three dimensional 

problems. Field variations in the third direction are also assumed to the negligible. Since 

the field variations in the third direction are assumed to be negligeable, the three 

dimensional Maxwell and Lorentz equations are reduced to two dimensions. 

MAGIC can simulate cartesian (x,y), spherical (r,6), or cylindrical (z,r) coordinate 

systems. For this thesis, a cylindrical (z,r) coordinate system was used to study 

two-dimensional structures and a cartesian (x,y) coordinate system was used to study 

one-dimensional structures. In the one-dimensional structures, field variations were 

assumed to occur only in the x-direction. In the two-dimensional structure, the vircator and 

diode simulations were assumed to be axially symmetric about the z-axis with no variation 

in the 0-direction. 



CHAPTER m 

PHYSICS OF DIODES 

One-Dimensional Diodes 

Electron beam propagation in a diode 

A diode, in its most basic form, consists of two infinite parallel plates with a 

potential difference between them. Between these plates, a current, typically consisting of 

electrons, flows. If the current is composed of electrons, the plate the electrons start on, 

which is also the plate at the lower potential, is known as the cathode. The plate the 

electrons are collected on, which is also the plate at the higher potential, is known as the 

anode. This type of basic diode is known as a one-dimensional (ID) diode since the 

electrons are assumed to move only in the direction of the electric field and not along the 

equipotentials. Figure 3.1 is a sketch of this one-dimensional diode. 

cathode 

e-
anode 

Vo 

Figure 3.1. Basic ID diode. 



As the electrons move firom the cathode to the anode, the electrons entering the 

diode are repelled by those further in the diode. This repulsion is due to the formation of a 

potential barrier produced by the electrons closer to the anode. This potential is known as 

a space charge potential. If the space charge potential barrier is larger than the kinetic 

energy of the incoming electrons, the electron will be pushed back into the cathode and 

interrupt the flow of current from the cathode to the anode 

The largest electron current density that can flow inside the diode and not be 

interrupted, known as the space charge Umited current or, for this particular 

one-dimensional case, the Child-Langmuir Law, is : 

JSCL = - ^ V 2e 
d2 (3.1) LnieJ 

In this expression, jscL is the space charge limited current density, eo is the permittivity of 

free space, e and me are the charge and mass of the electron, respectively, VQ is the voltage 

across the diode, and d is the diode gap spacing. This expression is derived^ using non-

relativistic energy considerations and is therefore only valid for VQ < 5(X) kV. For 

Vo > 500 kV, relativistic energy conservation must be used and the electron space charge 

limited current density becomes^: 

JSCL^el = 
epnieC^ [G(Yo)]̂  

ed2 

where c is the speed of light, and G(Yo) is given by: 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 



In the above integral, YQ is given by: 

Yo = 1 ^ ^ 
meC^ (3.4) 

In both the relativistic and non-relativistic expressions, a boundary condition that the 

electric field is zero at the edge of the cathode was used in the derivation . 

A ID diode was simulated using MAGIC as a check on the simulation methods 

used for other one-dimensional diodes and vircators, as well as for two-dimensional 

simulations. To simulate the ID diode, a cartesian (x,y) coordinate system was used. The 

simulated diode had a gap spacing in the x-direction of 5 mm and was of infinite extent in 

the y-direction. To produce a diode wiUi infinite extent in the y-direction, the upper and 

lower boundaries of the simulation were set to be periodic. Since the upper and lower 

boundaries were periodic, only one cell was needed in the y-direction to model the diode. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates this simulation geometry. 

Periodic Boundry 

Cathode Anode 

Periodic Boundry 

Figure 3.2. Simulation geometry for ID diode. 

The number of cells in the x-direction were varied in order to examine the convergence of 

the current density as the number of cells inside the diode were increased. For these 

simulations the voltage across the diode, as a function of time, was given by: 

Vo(t) = Vn,ax(l-e-^^ (3.5) 
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where Vmax was the maximum voltage across die diode, set at 100 kV in these diode 

simulations, and x was the rise time of the voltage pulse, set at 0.2 ns for these diode 

simulations. The simulation was run through 4 ns to produce a steady state value. With 

these values, the nonrelativistic Child-Langmuir law give an electron current density of 

0.295X107 A/m2. The results of these simulations are summarized in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. MAGIC current density as a function of number of cells in diode gap. 

Nx 

5 
10 
20 
25 
40 
50 
100 

dx [10-3m] 

1.0 
0.5 
0.25 
0.20 
0.125 
0.100 
0.050 

jnum[107A/m2] 

0.06 
0.09 
0.114 
0.121 
0.137 
0.145 
0.170 

(jnum " JanalJ/janal 

-0.797 
-0.696 
-0.614 
-0.590 
-0.536 
-0.510 
-0.424 

Table 3.1 shows that jnum is converging to a certain value, which is comparable to 

the analytic value from the analytic expression for the space charge limited current, as the 

number of cells, Nx, inside the diode is increased. It should be noted that as Nx is 

increased, dx decreases which, in turn, decreases dt because of the Courant Condition 

discussed in Chapter n. Increasing the number of cells in the diode gap also increases the 

number of particles in the simulation. Both of these effects cause the amount of time the 

computer takes to simulate the 4 ns time period to increase. 

Figure 3.3 is a phase space plot of electrons at 4 ns into the simulation. The 

normalized electron macroparticle momenta, which is the relativistic electron momentum 

divided by the electron rest mass, in the axial direction is shown as a function of the axial 

positions of the electron macroparticles. Figure 3.4 is a time history of electron 



macroparticle current density for a diode gap spacing of 5 mm with 50 cells in the anode 

cathode gap. The data for Figure 3.4 was averaged over 200 time steps, 100 in the 

forward direction and 100 in the reverse direction, to eliminate numerical noise generated 

by the simulation. The transient in the curve is due to the diode gap being initially empty of 

electrons. 
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Figure 3.3 Phase space plot of 
electrons in diode. 

Figure 3.4 Current density 
of electrons in diode. 
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Figure 3.6 Electric potential 
across ID diode. 

In Figure 3.5, the electric field strength across the ID diode is plotted. Note that 

the field is not constant as is the case in a parallel plate capacitor. The distortion is due to 

the electrons in the gap. Note also that the electric field is approaching zero at the cathode 

edge, located at z equals zero in the plot This is consistent with the boundary condition 

used in the derivation of the Child-Langmuir law mentioned earher. 

In Figure 3.6, the electric potential across the ID diode is plotted. This potential 

was obtained by integrating the electric field in figure 3.5 along the z-axis. The integration 

constant was determined by setting the cathode potential to zero. In the actual simulation, 

the cathode potential was not zero, but was set at -100 kV, at steady state. Therefore this 

plot should actually be shifted down by -100 kV. However, the general spacial 

dependance is still correct, if off by a constant. The potential shown looks almost Unear. It 

is die slight deviation from a line, created by the presence of electrons in the gap, that 

produces the variation in the electric field shown is Figure 3.5. Note that the potential at 
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the anode is much larger than the 100 kV that was applied. This larger voltage is also due 

to the presence of electrons in the gap. 

It should be noted that in the simulations from which Figures 3.3 through 3.6 were 

produced, a finite initial velocity of 1.0 m/s was given to the electrons to ensure die electron 

emission at the cathode in the MAGIC code, even though the initial velocity was assumed 

to be zero in the analytically treatment. For other diode and vircator simulations, a larger 

initial velocity of 1.0 X 106 m/s was used. Such a finite initial velocity is consistent with 

experimental conditions in which the electrons are produced from a plasma on the surface 

of the cathode with a finite temperature. The process by which this plasma is formed will 

be taken up later in this chapter. Analytically, the inclusion of an initial velocity increases 

the space charge limited current density to^ 

>sc.-fmf^^^^' (3.6) 
where 

F(Z) = xH(^-yxf" + l]' (3.7) 
and 

Vo + ^ 
x = Vo ' (3.8) 

Here To is the initial kinetic energy of the electron. 

With an initial velocity of 1.0 X 106 m/s for the electrons on the cathode, F(x) is 

still very close to one, which is the value for To being zero. However, mnning MAGIC 

with this initial velocity shows a substantial improvement in the convergence of jnum̂  as 

shown in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. Electron current density and number of cells in diode gap with an initial velocity 
of I X 106 m/s. 

Nx dx[10-3m] jnum[107A/m21 
Jnum Janal)/janal 

5 
10 
20 
25 
40 
50 
100 

1.0 
0.5 
0.25 
0.20 
0.125 
0.100 
0.050 

0.1829 
0.2114 
0.2383 
0.2460 
0.2601 
0.2657 
0.2788 

-0.380 
-0.234 
-0.192 
-0.165 
-0.118 
-0.098 
-0.055 

For comparison widi die case with no initial velocity, a phase space plot and time 

history of electron current density are provided in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. 
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in ID diode with an initial velocity of 
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Figure 3.8 Electron current density 
time history in ID diode with an 
initial velocity of 1 X 106 m/s. 
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Figure 3.9 Electric field strength 
across the ID diode with an initial 
velocity of 1 X 106 m/s at 4.75 ns. 
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Figure 3.10 Electric potential across 
the ID diode with an initial velocity of 
1 X 106 m/s at 4.75 ns. 

Note that, from Figure 3.8, the effect of the transient in the current density is 

reduced when a more physically realistic initial velocity is included in the simulation. Note 

also that there is littie change in the phase space plot, the electric field strength across the 

diode, and the electric potential across the diode when a more realistic velocity is used 

From these figures and Table 3.2, it is clear that the application of a more physically 

realistic initial velocity, which has litUe effect on the analytic expression, substantially 

improves the results of the simulations. Therefore, in all simulations done in the rest of the 

thesis, an initial velocity of 1X106 m/s is included. 

Process of electron beam creation 

As stated in the previous sections, the analytic expressions for the relativistic and 

non-relativistic space charge limited current density were obtained by using a boundary 

condition that the electric field at the surface of die cathode vanishes. Physically, this 
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boundary condition is accurate since the surface of the cathode is covered by a plasma. 

This surface plasma is generated by a process known as explosive electron emission, lo 

Explosive emission occurs in several steps. First, as the voltage increases across the 

diode, the applied voltage reduces the work function of the conducting cathode and allows 

a increasing, though small, electron current to be drawn firom the cathode. This current is 

larger around small defects in the surface that project out of die surface of the cathode since 

the electric field is larger their. These projections are known as microprotnisions. As the 

current through these microprotnisions increases, due to a rising voltage pulse, the 

microprotnisions heat up through Joule heating. Eventually the tips get so hot that they 

melt and explode from the surface. Fragments fix)m the exploded tip land back on the 

cathode surface and the process begins again. As these microprotnisions are heating, part 

of the material forming the microprotrusion is ionized forming a plasma. It is firom this 

plasma that electrons are drawn into the diode forming the electron beam. Figure 3.11 

illustrates this effect. 

( • < i / » n t 

p U i « « « pfK%\^»t 

(a) (b) 

plstt^s 

(C) 

^ ^ m K f • <f f • ( > p4«t«<«« 

(d) 

Figure 3.11. Process of explosive electron emission 
(Obtained from G.A. Mesyats Pulsed Electrical Discharge in Vacuum. 1989, p. 115). 
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In MAGIC, space charge limited emission is modeled through the apphcation of 

Gauss' Law on the cathode surface. By applying Gauss' Law, the following expression 

canbederivedii: 

-^ = eof(t-tb)(Ec-E,)-pdx ^3 9̂  

In this expression, dq/dA is the surface charge density at die surface of a cell on the 

cathode, eo is the permittivity of free space, f(t-tb) is a plasma formation function which 

increases from zero to one and is specified in the model, tb in this expression is the 

breakdown time which will be explained latter, Ec is the electric field in a cell at the surface 

of the cadiode, Ê  is the residual field at the surface of die cadiode, p is the charge density 

inside the cell adjoining the cathode surface, and dx is the cell width away from the cathode 

surface. The breakdown time, tb, is found by calculating the electric field at the surface of 

the cathode at each time step and comparing the value with a breakdown field value, Eb, 

which is specified in the simulation. The time at which lEcl becomes larger than Eb is tb. 

The surface charge density in (6) is calculated at each time step and created on each cell 

adjoining the cathode surface at which DEcl is greater that Eb and, as a result, is a current 

source in the simulation. 

In the simulations carried out in this thesis, f(t-tb) was set to one and was constant 

in time except where otherwise noted, and Eb was set either to zero, for the ID diode and 

ID vircator simulations, or to 290kV/cm, for the 2D diode and 2D vircator simulations, as 

suggested in the Pulse Power Formulary. 12 
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Effects of bipolar flow on diodes 

As described in the introduction, the passage of die electron beam through die 

anode causes the anode to emit ions into the diode gap. This crossed flow of ions and 

electrons in the diode is known as bipolar flow, which is illustrated in Figure 3.12. 

cathode plasma 

cathode +ion 

anode plasma 

anode 

Vo 

Figure 3.12 ID diode with bipolar flow. 

The presence of the positive charge in the diode region cancels some of the space 

charge of the electrons flowing in the diode. This cancellation allows more electrons to 

flow uninterrupted in the diode than was allowed when only the electrons were present. 

This effect has been analytically calculated^ and is given in equations 3.10. 

jeie(Bipolar) = 1.86jeie(Child) (3.10) 

In this equation, jeie(Child) is given by equation 3.1. The space charge limited current 

density for the ions in a diode widi bipolar flow is given by^: 

;. - 1 Q/;4€o./r2Ze 
d2 (3.11) 
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where Z is the atomic number of the ionic species and mi is the mass of the ions flowing 

from the anode. 

To simulate bipolar flow using MAGIC, ion emission finom the anode was added. 

The ions used for this simulation were protons. This ion emission was modeled in the 

same way as electron emission from die cadiode except diat the plasma formation function 

f(t-tb), described in the second section of this chapter, was set to zero until an electron 

macroparticle crossed the anode, at which time it was set to one. This method of waiting 

for an electron to cross the anode before anode emission could begin was used in all the 

bipolar diode and bipolar vircator simulations in this thesis. In addition, Eb was set to zero 

for ion emission. Using fifty cells to model the diode gap, the electron current density with 

bipolar flow found by MAGIC was approximately 4.1 X 106 A/m2. Shown in Figure 3.13 

is a phase space plot of the electrons and protons in the diode. The upper trace is the 

electrons and the lower trace is the ions. Figure 3.16 is a plot of the electric field 

magnitude across the diode. Note again that the field is not constant as would be expected 

in a parallel plate capacitor, and that the field is a minimum both on the anode and cathode 

as it should be for space charge limited emission from both surfaces. Figure 3.14 is a time 

history plot of die electron current density showing the electron current density rising to die 

value stated above. 
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Figure 3.13 Electron and ion phase space plot at 4 ns. 
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Figure 3.14 Electron current density 
history in a ID bipolar diode. 

Figure 3.15 Ion current 
density history in a ID bipolar 
diode. 
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Figure 3.16 Electric field strength 
across the ID bipolar diode. 
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Figure 3.17 Electric potential across 
the ID bipolar diode. 

It should be noted that the initial velocity of these protons was modified by their 

mass so that they would have the same temperature as the electrons fix>m the cathode: 

VOion = / ^ V O e l e (3.12) 

In Figures 3.13 through 3.17, protons were emitted from the anode to model 

bipolar flow. If a particle with an artificially smaller mass than the proton, typically 100 

times the electron mass, is instead emitted from the anode, the transient effect seen in 

Figure 3.14 is substantially reduced. In addition, if the current density of 4.8 X 106 A/m2 

is divided by the electron current density found in Table 3.2, a value of 1.81 is produced 

which is close to the analytic value of 1.86. By comparison, if the electron current density 

of 4.1 X 106 A/m2, found when using protons, is divided by this same current density in 

Table 3.2, a value of only 1.54 is obtained. The effects of this artificially smaller ion mass 

are shown in Figures 3.18 through 3.22. 
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Figure 3.18 Electron and light ion phase space plot in a ID bipolar diode at 4 ns. 
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Figure 3.20 Electric potential 
across a ID bipolar diode with light 
ions at 4.75 ns. 
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Figure 3.22 Ion current density 
history for ID bipolar diode with 
light ions. 

As seen in Figure 3.18, the artificially smaller mass has no significant effect on the 

phase space plot for the bipolar diode. Figure 3.19 shows that the smaller mass has also 

reduced the transient effect in the electric field profile across the diode. Because of these 

improvements, ions with smaller mass will be used in all other diodes and vircator 

simulations with bipolar flow carried out in this thesis. Reducing the ion mass to 100 times 

the electron mass quadruples the ion current density. However, from the Child-Langmuir 

law, the ion cuirent density should still an order of magnitude smaller than the electron 

current density even with the increase in die mass. Figure 3.21 and 3.22 are current 

density histories of the electron and ions in the diode. Note that the ion current density is 

an order of magnitude below the electron current density as predicted from the 

Child-Langmuir law. 
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Diode gap c]of^\]r^. 

As stated in the previous sections, both the electrons and ions flowing in the diode 

originate from plasmas on the surface of the cathode and anode, respectively. Both of 

these plasmas expand away firom their respective surfaces. Since the electric fields vanish 

inside these plasmas, this expansion causes the diode gap to effectively decrease as a 

function of time. This decrease in the diode gap in time is known as diode gap closure. 

Figure 3.23 illustrates this effect. 

cathode plasma 

cathode 

N 
e-

-»-ion 

'expnd 
• êxpnd 
do 

anode plasma 

anode 

Vo 

Figure 3.23 ID diode with gap closure. 

Analytically, diode gap closure can be nxxleled by replacing d in the 

Child-Langmuir Law widi a time dependent gap spacing d* = do - 2vexpndt, 

JSCL = ̂ ^V 2e 
nie. 

• ^r 
(do-2Vexpndt)^ (3.13) 

where do is the actual distance between the cathode and the anode, and Vexpnd is the 

expansion velocity of die plasmas away from each surface. It is important to note that this 

expression ignores the effect of bipolar flow on electron emission in the diode. Bipolar 
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effects are ignored in this treatment, both analytically and in the simulations, in order to 

focus on the effect of diode gap closure exclusively. Qualitatively, equation 3.13 shows 

that the current density increases as the gap closes until, from this expression, the current 

density becomes infinite when the gap is completely filled with plasma. Physically, the 

current density does not become infinite but falls to zero when the gap is completely filled. 

A diode in which the anode-cathode gap is fdled widi plasma is known as a shorted diode 

since it can no longer support a potential difference. 

To model diode gap closure using MAGIC, the diode gap is divided into ten 

regions. Within each region, the conductivity varies from zero to 1.0 X 1037 Q-im-i as 

that particular region fills with plasma. The value of 1.0 X 1037 was used because it is the 

largest number MAGIC will allow for this value. By increasing the conductivity to such a 

large value within a particular region, die electric field in that region is reduced to zero. 

Placing a region with a large conductivity next to the cathode would reduce the electric field 

there to zero. Therefore, in order to use the space charge limited emission model described 

in section B of this thesis to model electron emission from the cathode, plasma expansion 

can only be modeled as occurring only from the anode toward the cathode, and not from 

both surfaces toward the center of the gap. Figure 3.24 illustrates this process. 
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Figure 3.24 Simulation model of ID diode with diode gap closure. 

Using the method described above, diode gap closure was modeled using MAGIC. 

For the model, Vexpnd was set to 6.25X105 m/s which is larger than the typical 

experimental value of 2.5X10^ m/s. This larger value was used to reduce the simulation 

run time. The results of this modeling is shown in Figures 3.25 through 3.29. 
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Figure 3.25 Phase Space plot of 
electrons in ID diode with diode 
gap closure at 1 ns. 

Figure 3.26 Phase space plot of 
electrons in ID diode widi diode 
gap closure at 3 ns. 
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Figure 3.28 Electric potential across 
ID diode with diode gap closure at 
2 ns. 
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Figure 3.29 Electron current density history in ID diode widi diode gap closure. 
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In Figure 3.25, die electrons accelerate up to a velocity equal to die velocity of the 

ID diode with no gap closure, shown in Figure 3.7, in a smaller distance compared to the 

model widi no diode gap closure. After die electron has accelerated to its maximum 

velocity in Figure 3.25, die electrons move widi constant velocity until they reach die 

anode. This type of behavior is consistent with die concept of die diode gap closing. 

In Figure 3.29, the current density inside the diode gap is shown to increase in time. 

This increase is in qualitative agreement widi die analytical prediction by die 

Child-Langmuir Law widi diode gap closure stated in Equation 3.12. In addition, the 

current density approaches a finite value as the diode gap closes as seen in experiments. 

Note that this finite value is substantially larger than the final current density a in fixed gap 

ID diode shown in Figure 3.8. 

In Figure 3.27, the electric field strength is seen to reach its maximum well before 

the anode. After this maximum, the electric field falls off to zero at the anode. This again 

is consistent with the concept of the diode gap being partially filled with a plasma. The 

electric field would be a maximum at the surface of this plasma, and would be larger than 

the unfilled diode case since d is smaller with the same applied voltage. Both of the effects 

are seen in Figure 3.27. The "stair step" effect in the electric field plot is an artifact 

produced by MAGIC and should be ignored. 

Two-Dimensional Diodes and Strong Pinching in Diode 

So far in this thesis, only infinite one-dimensional diodes have been discussed. In 

actual experiments, diodes have at least a symmetric two-dimensional structure. However, 

all of the effects covered in the previous sections on ID diodes also occur in 

two-dimensional diode as well. A cylindrical coordinate (z -̂) system was used to simulate 

the two-dimensional (2D) diode. Shown in Figure 3.30 is the geometry of the 2D 

simulated diode in diis diesis. 
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Figure 3.30 2D diode geometry. 

It should be noted that, in MAGIC, the diode shown in Figure 3.30 is axially 

symmetric about the z axis. The grid spacing used to simulate this diode was not uniform 

but varied from 0.5 mm at the r axis to 0.1mm in the diode gap in the z direction. With this 

grid spacing, the diode gap of 3 mm is modeled with 30 cells. In the r direction, the grid 

spacing varied 0.1 mm at the z axis to 0.5 mm at the top of the simulation. A nonuniform 

grid was used to reduce the number of cells needed to simulate the diode and therefore 

reduce the amount of time needed to simulate diode effects. 

One of the major effects in 2D diodes that does not occur in ID diode is electron 

beam pinching. As the electrons cross the diode gap, their increasing velocity produces an 

increasing axial magnetic field. This magnetic field, interacting with the electrons dirough 

the Lorentz force, causes the electrons to bend to a smaller radius inside die 2D diode. 

When die trajectories of electrons from die outer edge of die cadiode are turned ninety 

degrees by the self magnetic field of the electrons, the electrons current is considered to be 

critically or strongly pinched. Using this criterion, and using Ampere's law, an expression 
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for the diode current at which the diode current will be strongly pinched can be derived 8 

Ic = 
27cmcC 

¥^'-^^''' (3.14) eHo 

In this expression, R^ is die cathode radius and ji^ is die permeability of free space. Using 

this expression and the Child-Langmuir Law, a condition for constructing a pinched diode 

current can be derived.^ This condition is known as the Pinching Criterion, Pc. 

' " ^ ' ' ' {yi-ir (3.15) 

In this expression, 6(YO) is the a relativistic correction factor given by the ratio of 

the relativistic Child-Langmuir Law to die nonrelativistic Child-Langmuir Law and R^ is the 

cathode radius. It should be noted that in the equation 3.15, the effects of bipolar flow and 

diode gap closure have not been included. 

2D diode simulations using MAGIC were done to illustrate the effects of pinching 

in diodes. Figure 3.31 is a trajectory plot of the electrons in the diode. In this figure, a 

voltage of 10.0 MV was used. With diis voltage, and with a cathode radius to diode gap 

ratio of about 3, Pc is 1.99 which satisfies the criterion of Pc being greater than one. 

Figure 3.32 is also an electron trajectory plot widi a voltage of 0.5 MV, which gives a 

pinching criterion of 0.490. A comparison of the two illustrates die difference between a 

pinched and unpinched diode. 
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Figure 3.31 Electron trajectory plot in 
a pinched diode. 

Figure 3.32 Electron trajectory plot 
in an unpinched diode. 
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Figure 3.33 Electron phase space plot 
of pinched diode. 

Figure 3.34 Electron phase space 
plot of unpinched diode. 
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Figure 3.36 Electron current density 
density flowing through anode 
at 2 ns in an unpinched diode. 

Bipolar flow can be included in the above analysis by putting the bipolar factor of 

1.86 into the Child-Langmuir part of the Pc. 

p -i.86iyfRc]fyo-'Pe(Yo),i 
(3.16) 

In this expression, the cmrent finom the ions has been neglected since it is expected to be at 

least an order of magnitude below the electron cmrent from the ID models. Tables 3.3 

and 3.4 demonstrate that the voltage needed to produce a pinched diode with a specified 

cathode radius to diode gap ratio is substantially reduced by including bipolar flow. 
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Table 3.3. Pinching criterion with IVd = 3.0. 

VofMV] 

0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 

Yo 

1.978 
2.957 
3.935 
4.914 
5.892 
6.871 
7.849 
8.828 

e(Yo) 

0.915 
0.852 
0.803 
0.763 
0.730 
0.702 
0.677 
0.655 

Pc 

0.49 
0.79 
1.00 
1.16 
1.28 
1.39 
1.47 
1.54 

Pc with bipolar flow 

0.91 
1.47 
1.86 
2.15 
2.33 
2.52 
2.77 
2.87 

Table 3.4. Pinching criterion with RJd = 2.0. 

Vo[MVl 

0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 

Yo 

1.978 
2.957 
3.935 
4.914 
5.892 
6.871 
7.849 
8.828 

e(Yo) 

0.915 
0.852 
0.803 
0.763 
0.730 
0.702 
0.677 
0.655 

Pc 

0.34 
0.53 
0.67 
0.77 
0.86 
0.92 
0.98 
1.03 

Pc with bipolar flow 

0.61 
0.98 
1.24 
1.44 
1.59 
1.72 
1.82 
1.91 

Figure 3.37 is an electron trajectory plot in a 2D diode with bipolar flow. In this 

diode simulation, a voltage of 2.0 MV was used giving a pinching criterion of 2.15. From 

Figures 3.37 and 3.38, it is clear that this simulation produced a pinched diode as predicted 

by the analytical expression for Pc with bipolar flow included. Note that this simulation 

produces a better pinch with a significandy lower voltage with the same pinching criterion 
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compared to the pinched diode without bipolar flow. This effect of improved pinching 

when bipolar flow is included was also seen by J. Poukey in his diode simulations.13 

Figure 3.39 is a phase space plot of the 2D bipolar diode. In this Figure, the upper, 

scattered group of particles represents the electrons, while the lower, more well defined 

group of particles represents the light ions, which have a mass of 100 times the electron 

mass. 
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Figure 3.37 Electron trajectory plot 
of 2D bipolar diode. 

Figure 3.38 Electron current density 
flowing through anode of 2D bipolar 
diode at 2 ns. 
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Figure 3.39 Electron and light ion 
phase space plot for 2D bipolar diode 
at 2.5 ns. 
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Figure 3.40 Electron current density 
history for 2D bipolar diode . 

The next model to be covered in this chapter is a 2D diode with diode gap closure. 

The basic model used in the ID diode model is also used in the 2D diode model,with a 

voltage of 500 kV, a cathode radius to diode gap ratio of 3 to 1, and the same expansion 

velocity. The results of this 2D diode simulation are presented in Figures 3.41 through 

3.45. 
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Figure 3.41 Electron trajectory plot 
of 2D diode with gap closure. 

Figure 3.42 Electron current 
density flowing through anode at 
3.5 ns. 
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Figure 3.43 Electron phase space plot 
of 2D diode with gap closure at t = 1 ns. 

Figure 3.44 Electron phase space 
plot of 2D diode with gap closure 
at t = 3 ns. 
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Figure 3.45 Electron current density history plot of 2D diode with gap closure. 

Figures 3.41 and 3.42 demonstrate that a 2D diode with diode gap 

closure produces a pinched diode even with a pinching criterion which is less than one. 

This pinching can be explained by considering that, as the diode gap closes, the effective 

diode gap distance decreases. This decrease causes the pinching criterion to increase, since 

the pinching criterion is inversely proportional to the diode gap spacing, until the pinching 

criterion becomes larger than one. The current density plot in Figure 3.45 shows the same 

kind of increasing current density as in the ID case in Figure 3.29. Theses results 

demonstrate that pinching can occur in diodes even if the diode does not initially satisfy the 

pinching criterion if diode gap closure is included 

For the final topic of this chapter, the effect of a strong applied magnetic field on 

pinching is considered. The same 2D diode simulation used at the start of this section will 

be used with the application of a 10 T magnetic field in die z-direction. For this simulation 

a voltage of 10 MV was used, which was enough to satisfy die pinching criterion . The 

results of this simulation are presented in Figures 3.46 dirough 3.49. 
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Figure 3.47 Electron current 
density flowing through the anode 
in a 2D diode with applied magnetic 
field at 2 ns. 
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Figure 3.48 Electron phase space 
plot in 2D diode with applied 
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Figure 3.49 Electron current density 
history in 2D diode with applied 
magnetic field 
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CHAPTER IV 

PHYSICS OF VIRCATORS 

One-Dimensional Vircators 

Standard vircator theory 

As described in the introduction, if die current flowing in a diode is larger than die 

space charge limited cmrent, a virtual cathode will form and interrupt the flow of current in 

the diode. As shown in die diode simulations in the previous chapter, typically virtual 

cathodes do not form inside diodes. However, if the current is allowed to pass dirough the 

anode and into another gap, known as a drift space, a virtual cathode can form. In this 

case, the initial kinetic energy of the electrons entering the drift space, divided by the charge 

on an electron, can replace the applied voltage in the Child-Langmuir law. The net result is 

that if the drift space is longer than the diode gap, a virtual cathode will form. The MAGIC 

ID diode simulations were modified with a transparent anode and a drift space. For these 

simulations, the diode had an apphed voltage of 400 kV with a diode gap spacing of 3 mm. 

The second gap, or drift space, was 7 mm. Figure 4.1 illustrates this geometry. 

cathode 
transparent anode 

\f V diode ^ drift space ^̂  
gap 

e-

Figure 4.1 ID vircator simulation geometry 
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The results of this simulation are shown in Figures 4.2 through 4.6. 
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Figure 4.2. Phase space plot showing virtual cathode formation. 
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Figure 4.4. Electron curtent 
density time history for ID 
vircator. 
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Figure 4.5 Electric field across 
ID vircator. 
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Figure 4.6 Electric potential across 
ID vircator. 

In the phase space plot, shown in Figure 4.2, the electrons are seen to accelerate 

fix)m the cathode to the anode just as in the ID diode simulations. After passing through 

the anode, the electrons decelerate inside the drift space until they reach the virtual cathode. 

At the virtual cathode, the electrons are accelerated back toward the anode. Once passing 

through the anode again, the electrons are decelerated by the field inside die diode and are 

again accelerated back to the anode, and the process repeats. This pattern of acceleration 

and deceleration produces a diamond shape in the phase space plot seen in Figure 4.2. 

This diamond shape in phase space plots is typical in all types of vircators. 

Figure 4.6 shows the variation of the electric potential across the vircator. The 

potential plot shows that the potential increases across the diode gap until a maximum is 

reached at the anode. From the anode, the potential decreases until it reaches close to the 
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same potential as die cadiode. This position is where die virtual cadiode is located. The 

potential continues to decrease beyond die virtual cadiode due die presence of die electrons 

transmitted beyond the virtual cathode. 

Figure 4.5 is a plot of die electric field in bodi die diode and drift space. Note diat 

the electric field increases in front of both die real and virtual cadiodes and is a maximum at 

die anode. Note also diat the electric field is not constant between the cathode and anode 

just as in the ID diode simulations. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the microwaves are produced by two possible 

mechanisms. One such mechanism that produces microwaves is the oscillation of the 

electrons between the real and virtual cathode. This finequency, known as the reflexing 

frequency, is given below.3 

f-nex = 2^osh-i(Yo) (4.1) 

The other mechanism for microwave emission is through the oscillation of the virtual 

cathode. The derivation of this frequency is difficult and has only been derived to be 

within a possible range of values given below.5 

e r ^ n T I ^ f J 6 k r i n ^ 
4 V 2Yonie£o "-^5/47 2Yomeeo (4.2) 

In this expression, Ub is the density of die electron beam which can be determined by 

"b = jb/(eve) where jb is the cmrent density of die electron beam entering the drift space, 

plotted in Figure 4.4, e is the charge on an electron, and Ve is the velocity of the electrons. 

This velocity can be found by applying relativistic energy conservation with the known 

applied diode voltage. For the parameters used in the ID vircator simulation, the reflexing 

frequency of the simulated vircator is 19 GHz and the virtual cathode would be between 22 

and 27 GHz. In Figure 4.3, die FFT of the derivative of the electromagnetic field energy is 

plotted. This data was taken by measuring die energy of electromagnetic field inside the 
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drift space, taking a derivative of this energy, and then taking an FFT. Since these two 

frequencies are so close together, it is not possible to determine the mechanism of 

microwave generation, either electron reflexing or virtual cathode oscillation, from an 

analysis of the frequency spectmm. 

Bipolar flow in ID vircators 

The effects of bipolar flow on ID vircators is the next topic to be examined. To 

model bipolar flow in vircators, die ID bipolar diode MAGIC simulation was modified 

with a transparent anode and a drift space. The only difference between diis model and die 

previous model is diat ions are produced on die anode in the manner described in section B 

of Chapter ni. In this case ions flow into the drift space and into die diode gap. 

transparent anode 
cathode 

\ • diode ^ drift space ^̂  

7 mm-

Figure 4.7 ID bipolar vircator simulation geometry 

The results of diis simulation are presented in Figures 4.8 dirough 4.12. 
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Figure 4.9 Frequency spectrum of 
ID bipolar vircator. 

Figure 4.10 Electron current time 
history plot of ID bipolar vircator. 
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Figure 4.12 Potential across 
ID bipolar vircator. 

In the phase space plot, shown in Figure 4.8, the electrons are seen in the diamond 

shape, which is distorted compared to that shown in Figure 4.2. The ions in this plot are 

the thin highly elongated traces extending from the anode. As seen in this plot, the ions 

flow toward both the real and virtual cathode. The ions flowing toward the virtual cathode 

cause more electrons to be dragged down further into the drift space compared to the 

vircator without bipolar flow. 

From the frequency spectrum plot, shown in Figure 4.9, the dominant frequency 

has increased with the introduction of bipolar effects. Note that from equation 17 the 

reflexing frequency depends only on the diode gap spacing and the diode voltage, through 

Y, which does not change with the introduction of bipolar effects. Therefore, the reflexing 

frequency should be the same for the two cases. Since the dominant frequency is larger 
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dian die reflexing frequency, die observed firequency is probably produced by die 

oscillation of die virtual cadiode. The increase in die beam density, discussed above, also 

supports this hypothesis. 

The electron current density in the bipolar vircator, shown in Figure 4.10, does not 

reach a steady state value as in the previous case. Widiout a steady state value, a value for 

die beam density, and dierefore the virtual cadiode oscillation frequency, cannot be 

calculated. It is clear, however, that this frequency would be larger dian the virtual cathode 

oscillation fi^uency for the previous case since the current density in the bipolar vircator 

exceeds the current density in the standard vircator without bipolar flow from the previous 

section. 

From the potential profile plot, shown in Figure 4.11, the potential around the 

anode is smoother for the bipolar vircator compared to that around the standard vircator. 

The ions also eliminate the decreasing potential beyond the virtual cathode seen in the 

standard ID vircator. 

Diode gap closure in ID vircators. 

The effects of diode gap closure on ID vircators is the next topic to be covered. 

This simulation was carried out in much die same manner as in die ID diode with diode gap 

closure. However, the expansion velocity was increased to 1.5 X 10^ m/s and plasma 

expansion was assumed to occur into the drift space as well as into the diode, but at only 

half the speed of the expansion into die diode. This was done since the plasma expansion 

into the diode takes into account expansion from both the anode and cathode, whereas only 

plasma from the anode expands into the waveguide. For diis reason, only five regions 

with a defmed conductivity were used inside the diode and five were used inside the drift 

space since MAGIC can only have ten regions of defined conductivity. Figure 4.13 

illustrates the geometry used in diis simulation. 
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Figure 4.13 ID vircator with diode gap closure simulation geometry. 

The results of this simulation are presented in Figures 4.14 through 4.19. 
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Figure 4.14 Electron phase space 
plot of ID vircator with diode gap 
closure at 1 ns. 

Figure 4.15 Electron phase space 
plot of ID vircator with diode gap 
closure at 3 ns. 
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Figure 4.16 Electric field across 
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closure at 3 ns. 

Figure 4.17 Electric potential 
across the ID vircator with diode 
gap closure at 3 ns. 
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From die phase space plots, shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, die initial diamond 

shape of die standard vircator is distorted into a square by diode gap closure. The electron 

current density, shown in Figure 4.19, has die characteristic increase followed by die 

sudden drop also seen in die ID diode model in Figure 3.29. The potential spacial profde, 

shown in Figure 4.17, is similar to diat in die standard ID vircator except diat die position 

of the virtual cathode has moved closer to the anode compared with the standard ID 

vircator. This is to be expected since the increasing current density would create a larger 

space charge potential inside die drift space. This increase in die space charge potential 

would, in turn, cause the virtual cathode to move closer to the anode. 

Like the bipolar case, the frequency spectmm of the ID vircator with diode gap 

closure, shown in Figure 4.18, shows an increase in the dominant frequency. The 

bandwidth, however, is smaller in this case than in the bipolar case. The mechanism 

through which this dominant frequency is produced can not be easily attributed to either the 

reflexing electrons, since the derivation assumed that the diode gap was fixed, or to virtual 

cathode oscillations, since it is difficult to determine the beam density in this case. 

From these simulations, it is clear that bipolar flow and diode gap closure in a ID 

vircator can change the properties of the vircator. In the next chapter, the two-dimensional 

effect of electron pinching on microwave emission in vircators will be studied. 
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Two-Dimen< îonal Vircators 

Pinching in two-dim<^nsional vircator^ 

From die fu-st section of diis chapter, it is clear diat, when a current injected into a 

drift space exceeds die space charge limited current of the drift space, a virtual cadiode is 

formed. This space charge limited cun-ent is related to die Child-Langmuir law shown in 

Chapter in. However, in two-dimensions, an additional relation for die space charge limit 

is given below.8 

Ur, = 47t£omeC3 (op _ j3/2 

e(l-H21n(Rw/ro))̂ '̂ ^ ' (4.3) 

This expression is the maximum current for a solid cylindrical beam of radius ro moving 

inside a waveguide drift space of radius Rw A vircator in which diis space charge limited 

current is violated is known as an axially extracted vircator. For an annular beam, the 

denominator is replaced by 2eln(Rw/ro) widi ro being the radius of the annulus. 

As shown in Chapter HI, extending the simulation into two dimensions creates the 

possibility for electron beam pinching. As can be seen from this chapter, pinching in a 

diode results in current being directed to smaller radius in the diode. From equation 4.3, 

moving the curtent into a smaller radius results in a decrease in the space charge limited 

current which would result in an increase in the space charge potential and a possible 

increase in the output power of the microwaves produced. 

To determine if pinching did increase microwave output power, a series of 

simulations were done in which the applied voltage was increased in each 2D vircator 

simulation and the output power was calculated. The geometry and result of these 2D 

vircator simulations are presented in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. 
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Figure 4.20 Geometry of 2D pinched vircator. 
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Figure 4.21 Output power versus squared voltage for 2D pinched vircators. 

The change in die slope of die graph in Figure 4.21 can be attributed to pinching 

since in die lower branch a large axial magnetic field was applied to suppress pinching. 

The change of slope in diis graph suggests that die diode formed a pinched electron beam 

and diat pinching increased die output power, as suggested previously. 
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The primary focus of die research for diis diesis was to study die effects of 

pinching in axially extracted vircators. This work was motivated by an anomalous result 

produced by an experimental group at die Himeji Institute of Technology in Japan. 14 in 

their experiment, an axially extracted vircator widi an annular cadiode pulsed at a maximum 

voltage of 300 kV produced pinching in a diode. Figure 4.22 illustrates die geometry of 

the Himiji experiment 

cathode 

51 mm 

anode waveguide 

•5 mm 

14 mm 

22.5 mm 

'2m 

Figure 4.22 Himeji experiment geometry. 

The evidence for this pinching is shown in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.23 Evidence of pinching in the Himeji vircator. 

Figure 4.23 is a picture of a mesh anode from the Himeji vircator. The hole in the 

center of the anode is due to electron current burning through the anode. Without pinching, 

the hole should be a much larger circle. The small size of the hole is evidence of pinching 

in this experiment. With only 300 kV apphed to the diode, and with a cathode radius to 

diode gap aspect ratio of 3, pinching should not occur in this diode according to the theory 

of pinched diodes presented earher. In addition, with an annular cathode instead of a 

cylindrical cathode, the amount of cuirent available in the Amperian loop to produce 

pinching is substantially reduced. It is for this reason that Figure 4.23 is considered to be 

an anomalous result. In an attempt to explain this anomalous result, the effects of bipolar 

flow and diode gap closure on a two-dimensional vircator are explored in the next section. 
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PiPQlar flp\v and diode pap closure in a two-dim^n< îonal vircator 

To simulate bipolar flow and diode gap closure in a two-dimensional (2D) vircator, 

die geometry shown in Figure 4.24 was used. 

A waveguide 
cathode \ magnetic field sweeping region 

^ ^ ^ ^ ' EM radiation absorbing region 

10mm 

10mm 

10mm 3nim 15mm 20mm 34mm 20mm 

Figure 4.24 Simulation geometry for 2D vircator 

For all of the simulations performed in this section, a voltage of 4(X) kV was 

applied. This voltage is larger than used in the Himeji experiments. This was done to 

counteract the effect of the lowering of the cuirent density due to discretization mentioned 

in the first section of Chapter HI. A rise time of 0.2 ns was used in this simulation, which 

is much faster than the rise time used in the actual experiment As stated earlier, the Himeji 

experiment used an annular cathode with a maximum radius of 15 mm and achieved 

maximum output power with a diode gap spacing of 5mm. As seen in the figure, a slighdy 

different cathode radius and diode gap spacing were used in the simulations, but the 

cathode radius to diode gap spacing was kept almost the same in the two situations. For 

the simulation, a cylindrical beam was used instead of an annular beam. As in the 2D diode 

simulations, a nonuniform grid was used with 30 cells spanning the anode-cathode gap. 
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The magnetic field in die simulation, shown in Figure 4.24, was needed to keep particles 

from flowing down into the region where the output power and microwave frequency were 

calculated. 

2D Standard vircator 

First, for comparison purposes, a standard 2D vircator simulation was done 

without bipolar flow or diode gap closure. The results of this simulation are presented in 

Figures 4.25 through 4.31. 
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Figure 4.25 Electron phase space plot for 2D vircator. 
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Figure 4.26 Electron trajectory plot 
of 2D vircator. 

Figure 4.27 Electron current 
density flowing dirough the anode 
at 4 ns in 2D vircator. 
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Figure 4.28 Frequency spectrum of 
2D vircator. 

Figure 4.29 Output power of 
2D vircator. 
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Figure 4.30 Electron current density 
history in 2D vircator. 
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Figure 4.31 Electric potential 
across the 2D vircator. 

The phase space plot in Figure 4.25 shows the standard diamond shape of a 

vircator. From the trajectory plot m Figure 4.26 and the current density range plot in 

Figure 4.27, we can conclude that no electron beam pinching occurred in this simulation. 

This was expected since pinching was not present in the 2D diode simulation at the higher 

voltage of 500 kV. 

The dominant frequency, as seen in the frequency spectmm shown in Figure 4.28, 

is still around the reflexing frequency seen in the ID vircator simulation in Figure 4.3. In 

this simulation, and the remaining simulations for this thesis, the frequency spectrum was 

obtained by calculating the z component of the electric field along a vertical plane in front of 

the EM absorbing region at the end of the simulation which extended from the symmetric 

axis to the waveguide and taking the FFT of the resulting curve. 

The output power of the 2D vircator, shown in Figure 4.29, is seen to be highly 

variable. This output power was found by integrating die Poynting vector over die same 
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plane as the frequency spectrum was calculated The maximum output power of die 

vircator is around 1(X) MW, which barely allows this device to be considered a high power 

device according to the definition given at the beginning of this thesis. 

The current density time history plot, shown in Figure 4.30, reached a steady state 

value of about 1.90 X W A/m^. Such a small value, compared to the ID vircator model in 

Figure 4.4, is reasonable since in two dimension the current density may have a component 

perpendicular to the anode which was not measured in this simulation. 

The electric potential spacial profde, shown in Figure 4.31, is basically identical to 

that in the ID model shown in Figure 4.5. The potential reaches a maximum at around 

1.3 cm, which is the position of die anode, and dien decreases to a minimum at about 1.6 

cm, which would be the position of the virtual cadiode. Next, we shall consider die effects 

of bipolar flow on this 2D vircator. 

2D bipolar vircator 

To model bipolar flow in a 2D vircator, ion emission was modeled in the same 

manner as in die ID bipolar vircator model. The only modification was diat ion emission 

could occur from only diat portion of die anode diat was direcdy in front of die cadiode. 

Widiin diis portion, ions are allowed to flow into both die diode gap and die waveguide. 

The results of diis simulation are presented in Figures 4.32 through 4.38. 
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Figure 4.32 Electron and ion phase space plot of 2D bipolar vircator at 5 ns. 
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Figure 4.33 Electron trajectory plot 
of 2D bipolar vircator at 5 ns. 

Figure 4.34 Electron current 
density flowing through anode 
in 2D bipolar vircator at 4 ns. 
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Figure 4.35 Frequency spectrum of 
2D bipolar vircator. 

Figure 4.36 Output power of 
2D bipolar vircator. 
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Figure 4.37 Electron current density 
time history of 2D bipolar vircator. 

Figure 4.38 Electric potential 
across the 2D bipolar vircator at 
4 ns. 
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In die phase space plot, shown in Figure 4.32, die electrons prxxluce die standard 

diamond shape seen in bodi die standard 2D vircator shown in Figure 4.25 and in die ID 

standard and ID bipolar vircator models. The ions stream out from die anode toward bodi 

die real and virtual cadiodes just as in die ID bipolar vircator. In die trajectory plot in 

Figure 4.33 and in the electron current density range plot in Figure 4.34, no strong electron 

beam pinching is observed. However, compared to die standard 2D vircator trajectory 

plot, the electrons in this plot do show more curvature. 

The fu^t major difference between die ID and 2D vircator models is seen in the 

ft-equency spectrum of die 2D vircator shown in Figure 4.35. The dominant frequency in 

this plot is identical to diat in the standard 2D vircator shown in Figure 4.28. Note diat diis 

is a substantially different than die results of die ID vircators, in which die dominant 

frequency of the ID bipolar vircator was substantially higher than in die standard ID 

vircator. From this we can conclude that two-dimensional effects can radically alter the 

frequency spectrum of the output microwaves in a vircator. 

The output power of the 2D bipolar vircator shown in Figure 4.36. From this 

figure, it is clear that the maximum output power was not substantially changed in the 

presence of bipolar flow. However, the overall average power has increased, although not 

drastically. 

The current density in the 2D bipolar vircator, shown in Figure 4.37, approaches a 

steady state value which is roughly 35% larger dian the standard 2D vircator. This steady 

state behavior is different from that seen in the ID bipolar vircator, in which the current 

density continued to increase. The increase in the current density of the 2D vircator is 

consistent quahtatively with the bipolar flow theory presented in Chapter III, but is smaller 

than the 86% increase that the one-dimensional diode dieory predicts. The electric potential 

profde, shown in Figure 4.38, is, however, nearly identical to that in die ID bipolar 

vircator dieory. Next, die effect of diode gap closure on 2D vircators will be discussed. 
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Diode gap closure in a 2D vircator 

Diode gap closure in a 2D vircator was modeled die same way as in a ID vircator. 

The only difference is that die conductivity regions extended from the symmetric axis to the 

inside of the waveguide. The results of this simulation are presented in Figures 4.39 

through 4.46. 
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Figure 4.39 Electron phase space plot 
for 2D vircator with diode gap closure 
at 1 ns. 

Figure 4.40 Electron phase space 
plot for 2D vircator widi diode gap 
closure at 4 ns. 
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Figure 4.41 Electron trajectory plot 
for 2D vircator with diode gap 
closure at 4 ns. 

Figure 4.42 Electron current density 
flowing through anode for 2D 
vircator with diode gap closure. 
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Figure 4.43 Frequency spectrum of 
2D vircator widi diode gap closure. 

Figure 4.44 Output power of 
2D vircator with diode gap 
closure. 
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Figure 4.45 Electron current density 
time history for 2D vircator with diode 
gap closure. 
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Figure 4.46 Electric potential 
across 2D vircator with diode 
gap closure at 4 ns. 

The phase space plots, shown in Figures 4.39 and 4.40, are nearly identical to the 

ID vircator with diode gap closure phase space plots shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The 

trajectory plot, shown in Figure 4.41, and the electron cuirent density range plot, shown in 

Figure 4.42, both indicate that electron beam pinching did not occur in diis simulation. 

The frequency spectrum plot, shown in Figure 4.43, does differ from the standard 

and bipolar 2D vircator spectrums. The dominant frequency is identical to the standard and 

bipolar case, but two harmonics, one at about 35 GHz and anodier at about 50 GHz, have a 

larger amplitude than in die standard and bipolar case. Note that the frequency spectrum in 

diis case, like die bipolar case, differs substantially from die ID vircator with diode gap 

closure in which a single dominant frequency of about 96 GHz was observed. 

The output power in this case, shown in Figure 4.44, differs substantially from die 

standaid and bipolar 2D vircators. In diis case, die output power has a maximum peak at 
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about 240 GW which places this device well within the necessary parameters to consider a 

high power device. The output power also has a general envelope shape in which the 

output power reaches a maximum and then tappers off after the gap is fdled, which occurs 

around 4 ns. 

The current density time history plot, shown in Figure 4.45, shows the standard 

rise and fall behavior seen in all the diode gap closure simulations done in this thesis. The 

electric potential profde, shown in Figure 4.46, also agrees qualitatively widi the potential 

profile seen in the ID vircator with diode gap closure plot shown in Figure 4.17. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

In this diesis, it was shown diat MAGIC simulations of one- and two-dimensional 

diodes agree well widi die well known analytical results in these type of diodes. MAGIC 

was dien used to simulate vircators, bodi in one and two dimensions. In bodi the diode and 

vircator simulations, die effects of diode gap closure and bipolar flow were studied in detail. 

The primary conclusion of this work is that neither bipolar flow alone nor diode gap 

closure alone can produce sd-ong electron beam pinching in a vircator, as seen in the Himeji 

experiment. This was seen very clearly in the trajectory and electron current density range 

plots in Chapter IV. Since pinching occurred in the Himeji experiment, it is clear that 

another mechanism other than just bipolar flow or just diode gap closure must be involved 

to produce pinching in vircators. It is, however, possible that the combination of bipolar 

flow and diode gap closure in a vircator might produce pinching in a vircator with the 

Himeji experiments properties. The constmction of a model which includes both effects 

would provide additional insight into the problem and is a possibdity for future work on 

diis problem. 

The second conclusion that is drawn from this work is that, whde bipolar flow does 

provide a small increase in the output power of a vircator, diode gap closure is the 

mechanism that allows vircators to achieve higher output p)owers. This result was clearly 

demonstrated in Chapter IV where an increase of over 200% in the maximum output 

power was observed in die power generated by the 2D vircator with diode gap closure 

compared with the standard 2D vircator of Chapter IV. Bipolar flow, by contrast, was 

seen to produce httle change in the output power. 

The difference between die frequency spectrums of die ID and 2D vircators should 

also be noted. In the bipolar flow case, a higher frequency widi a much broader bandwidth 
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was observed in the ID bipolar vircator case compared to the 2D bipolar vircator case. A 

higher frequency was also observed in die ID diode gap closure model, but diis frequency 

had a very narrow band width compared to the ID bipolar vircator case. Note also that in 

the 2D vircator the dominate frequency remained constant in each of the three cases. 

Anodier possible topic of continued research along diese lines would be to apply an axial 

magnetic field to the 2D vircators. The axial field, if made strong enough, would force the 

electrons and ions to move stricdy perpendicular to the anode and cathode surfaces, as in 

the ID vircator case. It would be interesting to see if the 2D vircator models widi die 

inclusion of this magnetic field would produce results similar to die ID vircator models. 
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APPENDIX 

MAGIC SIMULATION INPUT CODES 
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TITLE "ID DIODE MODEL"; 
DEBUG ALL; 

:(c%4:**3i:**3ic3(:9|c***:(:sic*** S I M U L A T I O N C A S E Q F T T T T S J G S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i 

TERMINATE WARNING; 
C 0 = NO; 
C 1=YES; 

DEFINE itraj? 1; 
TAGGING 0.005; 

DEFINE icatemt? 1; 
DEFINE ianemt? 0; 
DEFINE cond? 0; 

DEFINE datafile? 1; 

OUTPUT SCREEN; 
OUTPUT COLOR; 
OUTPUT BORDER; 
OUTPUT SHIFT 0.0 -0.5; 
C OUTPUT PAUSE; 

SYSTEM CARTESIAN; 

DEFINE xend 5.0e-3; 
DEFINE Nx 50; 
DEFINE dx = xend/Nx; 
DEFINE Nxgrid = Nx + 2; 

XIGRID UNIFORM Nxgrid 2 0. dx; 

DEFINE Ny 1; 
DEFINE dy=dx; 
DEFINE yend=Ny*dy; 
DEFINE Nygrid = Ny +3; 
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X2GRID UNIFORM Nygrid 2 0. dy; 

DEFINE Nysym = Nygrid - 1; 
SYMMETRY PERIODIC ALIGN 2 2 Nxgrid 2 ANTI-ALIGN 2 Nysym Nxgrid 
Nysym; 

DEFINE dt = (2.5000001e-9)*dx; 
DEFINE TriseO.lOOOlOe-9; 
c DEFINE Trise= 10.0*dt; 
DEFINE kTrise = Trise/dt; 

c DEFINE ktime = 20*kTrise; 
DEFINE ktime = 5.000010e-9/dt; 
c DEFINE ktune 5000; 

C DEFINE kplot = 5.00e-9/dt; 
DEFINE kplot = (0.25001e-9)/dt; 
C DEFINE kplot = 500; 

C DEFINE kstart = 1.00000 le-9/dt; 
c DEFINE kstart = ktmie/2; 
DEFINE kstart = kplot + 1; 
c DEFINE kstart = 500.0e-12/dt; 
c DEFINE kstart = 3*ktime/4; 
DEFINE Ttot = ktime*dt; 

DEFINE itrajplot = kplot; 
DEFINE ktrajst = kstart - kplot; 

FIELDS ALL HI-Q ktime dt; 
2 *************** TIMERS ***************; 

TIMER phase 1 PERIODIC kstart 1.0e9 kplot INTERVAL 1; 
TIMER for-traj PERIODIC ktrajst 1.0e9 kplot; 

TIMER for-energy PERIODIC 1 1.0e9 1; 

Z TIMER for-rec PERIODIC 200 1.0e9 200; 
TIMER for-rec DISCRETE ktime; 
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TIMER for-fields DISCRETE 1 ; 

Z TIMER for-fields PERIODIC 0 1.0e5 100; 

DEFINE dstat = ktune/lO; 
TIMER for-stats PERIODIC 0 1.0e9 100; 

COURANT SEARCH; 
DIAGNOSE COURANT 1 0 0; 

2 ************ cathode ************************ 

Z DIAGNOSE CONDUCTOR 10 1; 

CONDUCTOR cathode ALIGN 2 2 2 Nysym; 

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * QJIQ^JA * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C MATERIAL al MASS 13 26.98 2.7E3 RESISTIVITY 2.97E-3; 

Z DIAGNOSE FOIL 1 0 1; 
Z DL\GNOSE MATERIAL 10 1; 

CONDUCTOR anode ANTI-ALIGN Nxgrid 2 Nxgrid Nysym; 

y *************** accelerating Dotential ********************* 

DEFINE elemass = 9.109E-31; 
REAL massp; 
DEFINE massp = 1.673E-27; 
DEFINE eleq = 1.602e-19; 
DEFINE c 3.0e8; 
DEFINE pi 3.14159; 

DEFINE Vmax 100.0e3; 
FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vmax*(1.0 - exp(-1.0*(t)/Trise)); 

POISSON diode 2 cathode -1.0 anode 0.0 INITIAL XI , 
CIRCUIT Vext diode MEASURE INTEGRAL 1 2 2 Nxgrid 2; 
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OBSERVE FIELD El REAL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0; 
OBSERVE CIRCUIT diode VOLTAGE; 

VECTOR phasel FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 xEND AXIS Y 0.0 yend NUMBER 
10 10; 
VECTOR phasel FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 xEND AXIS Y 0.0 yend SCALE 
LOG 100 NUMBER 10 10; 
RANGE phasel 1 FIELD El REAL 0.0 0.0 xend 0.0 0; 
RANGE phasel 1 FIELD PHST REAL 0.0 0.0 xend 0.0 0; 

DEFINE Nxdis = Nx + 5; 
DEFINE Nydis = Ny + 5; 
DISPLAY INTEGER 2 Nxgrid 2 Nygrid; 

2 ***************** cathode emission ***********************; 

KINEMATICS ELECTRON 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1; 
CURRENTS LCC NO NO 0.0 1.0; 

DEFINE inumcate 1; 
DEFINE idtcate 1; 

c DEFINE Ebrk290.0e5; 
DEFINE Ebrk 0.0; 
DEFINE tbrk = -1.0*Trise*log( 1.0-Ebrk*(5.0E-3)/(1.0*Vmax)); 
C DEFESfE tbrk = 0.0; 

DEFINE veleO= 1.0E6; 
DEFINE catshth = veleO*idtcate*dt; 
DEFINE Eo = (0.5*elemass*vele0**2)/1.602e-19; 

IF (icatemt*^ eq. 1) THEN; 
EMISSION elemt ELECTRON inumcate idtcate FIELD 1.0 Ebrk NULL 

SPACING UNIFORM catshth UNIFORM CONSERVED Eo 
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EMIT elemt cathode; 

ENDIF; 

2 ************** 3jjQ(jg emission ***************** 

DEFINE anmassion = 9.109e-31/1.672e-27; 
DEFINE chrgion-1.0; 
DEFBSfE massk = 100.0; 
DEFINE posmass = massk*aimiassion; 
SPECIES positron +1.0 posmass; 
KINEMATICS positron 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1; 

C KINEMATICS PROTON 1 YES NO YES EM 1 1; 

DEFINE xflux = xend - dx ; 
FLUX jele|an for-energy ELECTRON INDICES ALIGN REAL xflux 0.0 

xflux yend; 

OBSERVE FLUX jele|an CURRENT-DENSITY; 

DEFINE xflux2 = dx; 
FLUX jele|cat for-energy ELECTRON INDICES ALIGN REAL xflux2 

0.0 xflux2 yend; 

OBSERVE FLUX jele|cat CURRENT-DENSITY; 

c OBSERVE FLUX anflux CURRENT; 

c OBSERVE FLUX anflux MACRO-PARTICLES; 

REAL airfrac; 
c DEFINE anfi-ac = 1.0*3.0*sqrt(posmass/2.0); 

C DEFINE anfrac = sqrt(9.109E-31/(1.673E-27)); 
DEFINE anfi-ac = sqrt(1.0/massk); 
c DEFESHE anfrac = 1.0; 
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DEFINE inumanp 1; 
D E F E ^ idtanp = l*idtcate; 
cDEFD^idtanp= 1; 
DEFINE vpO = veleO*anfrac; 
c DEFINE vpO = 2.*4.e4; 
DEFINE anshth = vpO*idtanp*dt; 
DEFINE gvpO = 1.0/sqrt(1.0 - (vp0/3.8e8)**2); 
DEFINE Epo = 0.5*(massk*9.109e-31)*(vp0**2)/1.602e-19; 
FUNCTION an(t,xl,x2,En) = anfrac*obsl*4*max( step(ABS(obsl),0)-

0.75,0.0); 

FUNCTION stepan(t,xl,x2,En) - 4.0*max( step(ABS(obs3),0.0)-
0.75,0.0); 

FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.00*anfrac*obs3; 
FUNCTION anemt(t,xl,x2,En) = (stepan(t,xl,x2,En))*(anl(t,xl,x2)); 

IF (ianemt? .eq. 1) THEN; 

c EMISSION anemtion proton inumanp idtanp BEAM anemt 
SPACING UNIFORM anshth UNIFORM CONSERVED Epo 

COSESnESvpO-1.0 0.0 0.0; 

EMISSION anemtion POSITRON inumanp idtanp FIELD stepan 0.0 
NULL NULL NULL 

SPACESfG UNIFORM anshth UNIFORM CONSERVED Epo; 

EMIT anemtion anode; 

PHASESPACE phasel AXES XI PI SPECIES POSITRON; 

DEFINE xflux = xend - dx ; 
FLUX jion|an for-energy POSITRON INDICES ANTI-ALIGN REAL 

xflux 0.0 xflux yend; 

OBSERVE FLUX jionlan CURRENT-DENSITY; 

DEFESfE xflux2 = dx; 
FLUX jion|cat for-energy POSITRON EsfDICES ANTI-ALIGN REAL 

xflux2 0.0 xflux2 yend; 
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OBSERVE FLUX jion|cat CURRENT-DENSITY; 

ENDIF; 

Q *************** closing diode gap model *************** 

IF (cond? .eq. 1)THEN; 

DEFINE dxgap = xend/10; 
DEFINE sheathcond = 1.0e37; 
D O i l 10 1; 

DEFEV[Ej = i-l; 
DEFINE xcondO = XEND; 
DEFINE vexpnd = xendy(ktmie*dt - 1.5e-9); 
c DEFEVJE vexpnd = (1.0E5)*sqrt(1.673e-27/(massk*9.109E-31)); 
c DEFINE vexpnd = 2.*(1.0E5); 
DEFES[E xcond'i'= XEND - 'i'*dxgap; 
DEFINE vbrk = sqrt(2*eleq*Vext(tbrk)/elemass); 
c DEFINE tofiO = tbrk + xend/vbrk + dxgap/vpO; 
c DEFINE toffO = tbrk + xend/vbrk + dxgap/vexpnd; 
DEFINE toflD = dxgap/vexpnd; 
DEFINE ton'i' = toff'j'; 
c DEFESfE toffT = ton'i' + dxgap/vpO; 
DEFESfE toff'i' = ton'i' + dxgap/vexpnd; 
c FUNCTION condt'i'(t) = (1.0e37)*(vexpnd*(t-

ton'i')/dxgap)*(step(t,ton'i') - step(t,toff'i')) + (1.0e37)*step(t,tofi'i'); 
c FUNCTION condt'i'(t) = ((t-

ton'i')*vexpnd/dxgap)*(step(t,ton'i'));c - step(t,tofi'i')) + step(t,toffi'); 
FUNCTION condt'i'(t) = step(t,ton'i')*((t -

ton'i')*vexpnd/(dxgap))**8; 
c FUNCTION condx'i'(xl,x2) = sheathcond*( 0.9 + 0.2*((xl -

xcond'i'))/dxgap); 
CONDUCTANCE DYNAMIC condt'i' sheathcond REAL xcond'i' 

xcond'j' 0.0 yend; 
ENDDO; 

ENDIF; 

2 *********** electron measurements *******************; 
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IF ( (icatemt? .eq. 1) ) THEN; 
PHASESPACE phasel AXES XI PI SPECIES aU; 

c PHASESPACE phasel AXES XI PI 
AXIS X 0.0 xend 
AXIS Y -0.6e9 0.6e9 SPECIES all; 

TRAJECTORY kplot for-traj 500 ELECTRON 
0.0 xend 0.0 yend; 

ENDIF; 

ENERGY for-energy REAL 0.0 5.0E-3 0.0 5.0e-5; 

STATISTICS for-stats; 

IF (datafile? .eq. 1)THEN; 
DUMP NAME IDDATAl; 
C DUMP FORMAT BINARY; 
DUMP FORMAT ASCH; 
DUMP TYPE OBSERVE; 
DUMP TYPE PHASESPACE; 
c DUMP TYPE FLUX; 
DUMP TYPE TRAJECTORY; 
DUMP TYPE VECTOR; 
DUMP TYPE GRID; 
DUMP TYPE RANGE; 
DUMP TYPE BOUNDARY; 

ENDIF; 

START; 

STOP; 
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TITLE "2D DIODE MODEL"; 
DEBUG ALL; 
^ ******************* SIMULATION CASE SETTINGS *************** 
TERMINATE WARNING; 
C 0 = N O ; 
C 1-YES; 

DEFINE datafile? 0; 

DEFINE icatemt? 1; 
! icatemt? = 1 => cathode electron emission on; 

DEFINE ianemt? 1; 
! ianemt? = 1 => anode ion emission on; 

ESfTEGER cond?; 
DEFESfE cond? 0; 
! cond? = 1 => expanding anode plasma on; 

ESfTEGER cylcath?; 
DEFINE cylcath? 1; 
! cylcath = 1 => cylinderical cathode; 

INTEGER anucath?; 
DEFINE anucadi? 0; 
! anucath = 1 => annular cathode; 

DEFDVJE iBext? = 0; 
DEFD^Bo 100.0; 

DEFINE itraj? 1; 

DEFINE catfld? 0; 
DEFINE restart? 0; 

OUTPUT SCREEN; 
OUTPUT COLOR; 
OUTPUT BORDER; 
OUTPUT SHIFT 0.0-0.5; 
c OUTPUT PAUSE; 
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SYSTEM CYLESfDER-THETA; 

DEFINE zstart 0.0; 
DEFINE zl = lO.OOe-3; 
DEFINE zgap = 3.0e-3; 
DEFINE zfoil = zl + zgap; 
DEFESfE z2 = 5.000E-3; 

c GRID UNIFORM 202 2 0.0 l.OE-3; 

XIGRID FUNCTION 62 2 0. 
30 0.5e-3 zl 
30 O.le-3 zgap; 

DEFINE zend = zstart + zl + zgap; 

DEFINE rguide 15.0e-3; 
c DEFINE rinf = 1. l*(rguide ); 
DEFINE rinf = rguide + 2.e-3; 
z DEFESfE rinf= 0.12; 
DEFB ĴE rstart 0.0; 
DEFINE rend = rstart + rinf; 
DEFINE rl = lO.Oe-3; 
DEFESfE rin = rl - l.OOOe-3; 
DEFINE rlgridi = rin - 2.0e-3; 
DEFESfE rlgridf = rl + 2.0e-3; 
DEFESfE r2 = rinf- rlgridf; 

X2GRID FUNCTION 143 2 0. 
120 O.le-3 rlgridf 
21 O.le-3 r2; 

SYMMETRY AXIAL ALIGN REAL 0.0 0.0 zend 0.0; 

DEFESfE dt = 2.5000001e-13; 
DEFDsfE Trise 0.20000 lOe-9; 
DEFINE kTrise = Trise/dt; 

DEFESfE ktime = 5.0000lOe-9/dt; 
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DEFE4E kplot = (0.50001e-9)/dt; 

c DEFINE kstart = 0.50000 le-9/dt; 
c DEFESfE kstart = ktime/2; 
DEFESfE kstart = kplot + 1; 
c DEFESfE kstart = 500.0e-12/dt; 
c DEFINE kstart = 3*ktime/4; 
DEFINE Ttot = ktime*dt; 

DEFESfE itrajplot = kplot; 
DEFINE ktrajst = kstart - kplot; 

FIELDS ALL HI-Q ktime dt; 
z FIELDS ALL BIASED ktime dt; 
z FIELDS ALL SYMMETRIC ktime dt; 
2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * TT\fRl?C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . 

TBVIER phasel PERIODIC kstart 1.0e9 kplot INTERVAL 1; 
TDVCER for-traj PERIODIC ktrajst 1.0e9 kplot; 

TEMER for-energy PERIODIC 1 1.0e9 1; 

Z TBVIER for-rec PERIODIC 200 1.0e9 200; 
TIMER for-rec DISCRETE ktime; 

TBVIER for-fields DISCRETE 1 ; 

Z TBVIER for-fields PERIODIC 0 1.0e5 100; 

DEFINE dstat = ktune/lO; 
TBVIER for-stats PERIODIC 0 1.0e9 100; 

COURANT SEARCH; 
DIAGNOSE COURANT 1 0 0; 

2 ************ cathode ***********************; 

Z DIAGNOSE CONDUCTOR 10 1; 
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Z anular cathode; 
IF (anucath? .eq. 1) THEN; 

CONDUCTOR cathode ALIGN REAL z2 0.0 z2 rin zl rin zl rl 0.0 rl 0.0 0.0 /2 
0.0; 
ENDIF; 

Z cylinderical cathode; 
IF ( cylcath? .eq. 1) THEN; 

CONDUCTOR cathode ALIGN REAL zl 0.0 zl rl 0.0 rl 0 0 0 0 zl 0 0 
ENDIF; 

c CONDUCTOR short ALIGN REAL zl rl zfoil rl ; 

2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^Qj je * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . 

C MATERIAL al MASS 13 26.98 2.7E3 RESISTIVITY 2.97e-2; 

Z DIAGNOSE FOIL 1 0 1; 
Z DIAGNOSE MATERIAL 10 1; 

c CONDUCTOR anode NONE REAL zfoil rguide zfoil 0.0; 

CONDUCTOR anode ANTI-ALIGN REAL zfoil 0.0 zfoil r l ; 
CONDUCTOR anode 1 ANTI-ALIGN REAL zfoil rl zfoil rinf; 

c FOIL al 15.0e-6 REAL zfoil 2 zfoil rguide; 
2 ***************** vvaveeuide *********************** 

CONDUCTOR waveguide ANTI-ALIGN REAL 0.0 rinf zfoil rinf; 

2 *************** accelerating potential ********************** 

DEFINE elemass = 9.109e-31; 
REAL massp; 
DEFESfE massp = 1.673e-27; 
DEFINE eleq = 1.602e-19; 
DEFESfE c 3.0e8; 
DEFESfE pi 3.14159; 
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DEFESfE Vmax 1.0e6; 
FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vmax*(1.0 - exp(-1.0*(t)/Trise)); 

FUNCTION Vextr(x2) = l./x2; 
VOLTAGE FIELDS TM Vext Vextr 1.0 0.0 1.0 ALIGN REAL 0.0 rl 0.0 rinf; 
c VOLTAGE FIELDS TE Vext Vextr 1.0 0.0 1.0 ALIGN REAL 0.0 rl 0.0 rinf; 

IF ( iBext? .eq. 1)THEN; 

BEXTERNAL Bo 0.0 0.0; 
ENDBF; 

c PERSPECTIVE phasel FIELD PHST REAL 0.0 zfoil 0.0 rinf 1 1 WORKBOX 1.0 3.0 
1.0; 
c PERSPECTIVE phasel FIELD El 2 77 2 142 11 

EYEANGLE 1.0-15.0 30.0 1.0 WORKBOX 4.0 6.0 4.0; 
Z VECTOR for-fields FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 zpulse /VXIS Y 0.0 rinf; 
Z VECTOR for-fields FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 zpulse AXIS Y 0.0 rguide; 
VECTOR phasel FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 zfoil AXIS Y 0.0 rguide; 
VECTOR phasel FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 zfoil AXIS Y 0.0 rinf SCALE LOG 100; 
Z VECTOR for-fields FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.09 0.25 AXIS Y 0.0 rguide; 

DEFINE zdisend = zend ; 
DEFINE rdisend = rinf; 
DISPLAY REAL 0.0 zdisend 0.0 rdisend NOGRID; 

2 ***************** cathode emission 

IF (icatemt? .eq. 1)THEN; 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -

KINEMATICS ELECTRON 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1; 
CURRENTS LCC NO NO 0.0 1.0; 

Z anular cathode; 
IF (anucath? eq. 1)THEN; 

DEFINE inumcate 1; 
DEFINE idtcate 2; 

ENDIF; 



Z cylinderical cathode; 
IF (cylcath? .eq. 1) THEN; 

DEFINE inumcate 1: 
DEFINE idtcate 1; 

ENDIF; 

TAGGD>JG 0.001; 

DEFn>fE Ebrk 290. Oe5; 
c DEFESfE Ebrk 0.0; 
DEFD^ tbrk = -1.0*Trise*log( 1.0-Ebrk*(zfoil-zl)/(1.0*Vmax)) 
CDEFB>ffi tbrk = 0.0; 

DEFESfE veleO = 1.0e6; 
DEFINE catshth = veleO*idtcate*dt; 
DEFINE gvele= 1.0/sqrt(1.0 - (vele0/3.0e8)**2); 
DEFINE Eo = (gvele*elemass*9.0el6 - elemass*9.0el6)/1.602e-19; 

DEFINE phsphnt = zfoil + lO.Oe-3; 

FUNCTION catl(t,xl,x2,En) = step(xl,9.*zl/10.); 

EMISSION elemt ELECTRON inumcate idtcate FBELD catl Ebrk NULL NULL 
NULL 

SPACESfG UNIFORM catshth UNIFORM CONSERVED Eo; 

EMIT elemt cathode; 

ENDIF; 

2 ************** anode emission ****************; 

DEFESfE anmassion = 9.109e-3 l/1.672e-27; 
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DEFESE chrgion-1.0; 
DEFESE massk = 100.0; 
DEFINE posmass = massk*anmassion; 
SPECIES positron +1.0 posmass; 
KINEMATICS positron 1 YES NO YES EM 1 1; 

c KINEMATICS PROTON 1 YES NO YES EM 1 1; 

DEFINE zflux = zfoil; 
FLUX anflux for-energy ELECTRON EsfDICES ALIGN REAL zflux 0.0 zflux r 1, 

OBSERVE FLUX anflux CURRENT-DENSITY; 

DEFESfE zflux2 = zl + 0. le-3; 
FLUX anflux2 for-energy ELECTRON EsfDICES ALIGN REAL zflux2 0.0 

zflux2rl; 

OBSERVE FLUX anflux2 CURRENT-DENSITY; 

c OBSERVE FLUX anflux CURRENT; 

c OBSERVE FLUX anflux MACRO-PARTICLES; 

REAL anfrac; 
c DEFINE anfrac = 1.0*3.0*sqrt(posmass/2.0); 

c DEFESfE anfrac = sqrt(9.109e-31/(1.673E-27)); 
DEFINE anfrac = sqrt(1.0/massk); 
c DEFINE anfrac = 1.0; 

DEFINE inumanp 1; 
DEFINE idtanp = 10*idtcate; 
c DEFESfE idtanp = 1; 
DEFINE VpO = veleO*anfrac; 
c DEFINE vp0 = 2.*4.e4; 
DEFINE anshth = vpO*idtanp*dt; 
DEFESfE gvpO = 1.0/sqrt(1.0 - (vp0/3.8e8)**2); 
DEFESfE Epo = 0.5*(massk*9.109e-31)*(vp0**2)/1.602e-19; 
FUNCTION an(t,xl,x2,En) = anfrac*ohs 1*4*max( step(ABS(obsl),0)-0.75.0.0); 

FUNCTION catexpnd(t) = zfoil - zl - vpO*(t-tbrk); 
FUNCTION stepan(t,xl,x2,En) = 4.0*max( step(ABS(obsl),0)-0.75,0.0); 

c FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.86*anfrac*(2.33e-
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6)*(Vext(t)**(3/2))/((catexpnd(t))**2); 
c FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.86*anfrac*(2.33e-6)*(Vext(t)**(3/2))/((zfoil-

zl)**2); 
FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.00*anfrac*obs2; 
FUNCTION anemt(t,xl,x2,En) = (stepan(t,xl,x2,En))*(anl(t,xl,x2)); 

DEFINE zflux = zfoil - . le-3; 
DEFINE kcmtst = .5e-9/dt; 
TBVIER for-cmt PERIODIC 0 ktime 1 BSfTERVAL 1; 

IF (ianemt? .eq. 1) THEN; 

EMISSION anemtion positron inumanp idtanp FIELD stepan 0.0 NULL NULL 
NULL 

SPACESfG UNIFORM anshth UNIFORM CONSERVED Epo; 

EMIT anemtion anode; 

PHASESPACE phasel AXES XI PI SPECIES positron; 

FLUX Eonjan for-cmt ELECTRON BSfDICES 
ALIGN REAL zflux 0.0 zflux rguide; 

RANGE phasel 1 FLUX Honlan CURRENT-DENSITY; 
OBSERVE FLUX Eonjan CURRENT ; 
OBSERVE FLUX Iion|an CURRENT-DENSITY; 

ENDIF; 

Q *************** closing diode gap model **************; 

ff(cond?.eq. 1)THEN; 

DEFINE dzgap = zgap/10; 
D O i l 10 1; 

DEFINEj = i-l; 
DEFINE zcondO = zfoil; 
DEFINE vexpnd = zgap/(ktime*dt - 1.5e-9); 
DEFINE zcond'i'= zfoil - 'i'*dzgap; 
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DEFEVJE vbrk = sqrt(2*eleq*Vext(tbrk)/elemass); 
DEFINE toflR) = tbrk + zgap/vbrk + dzgap/vexpnd-
DEFINE ton'i' = tofiPj'; 
DEFEND tofiPi' = ton'i' + dzgap/vexpnd; 
FUNCTION condt'i'(t) = (vexpnd*(t-ton'i')/dzgap)*(step(t.ton'i') -

step(t,tofiei')) + (1.0e37)*step(t,tofi'i'); 

CONDUCTANCE DYNAMIC condt'i' 1.0e37 REAL zcond'i' zcond'j' 0.0 
rguide; 

ENDDO; 

ENDIF; 

2 *********** electron i^easurements ******************** 

IF ( (icatemt? .eq. 1) ) THEN; 

PHASESPACE phasel AXES XI PI SPECIES aU; 

FLUX Iele|an for-cmt ELECTRON INDICES 
ALIGN REAL zflux 0.0 zflux rguide; 

RANGE phasel 1 FLUX Iele|an CURRENT-DENSITY; 
OBSERVE FLUX Iele|an CURRENT ; 
OBSERVE FLUX Iele|an CURRENT-DENSITY; 

RANGE phasel 1 FIELD El REAL zl 0.0 zfoU 0.0 1; 

c VECTOR phasel FIELD Jl J2 AXIS X 0.0 phsphnt AXIS Y 
0.0 rguide; 

c VECTOR phasel FIELD Jl J2 AXIS X 0.0 zfoil AXIS Y 
0.0 rguide SCALE LOG 100; 

DEFINE trajhnt = l.Oe-3 + zfoil; 
TRAJECTORY 500 for-traj 500 ELECTRON 

0.0 zend 0.0 rinf; 
ENDBF; 
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ENERGY for-energy REAL 0.0 1.2 0.0 rinf; 

STATISTICS for-stats; 

ff (datafile? .eq. 1) THEN; 
DUMP NAME diodeD3; 
DUMP FORMAT BESfARY; 
DUMP TYPE OBSERVE; 
DUMP TYPE PHASESPACE; 
c DUMP TYPE FLUX; 
DUMP TYPE TRAJECTORY; 
DUMP TYPE VECTOR; 
DUMP TYPE GRID; 
DUMP TYPE RANGE; 
DUMP TYPE BOUNDARY; 

ENDff; 

BF (restart? .eq.l) THEN; 

RECORD for-rec restart.dat 10; 

ENDIF; 

START; 

STOP; 
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TITLE " ID VIRCATOR MODEL"; 
DEBUG ALL; 

******************* SIMULATION CASE SETTINGS *********************; 
TERMESf ATE WARNBSfG; 
C 0 = NO; 
C 1=YES; 

DEFINE ianemt? 1; 
! ianemt? = 1 => anode ion emission on; 

DEFINE icatemt? 1; 
! icatemt? = 1 => cathode electron emission on; 

INTEGER cond?; 
! cond? = 1 => expanding plasma on; 
DEFINE cond? 0; 

DEFINE itraj? 1; 
TAGGING 0.005; 

DEFESfE catfld? 0; 
DEFINE restart? 0; 
DEFINE datafile? 1; 

OUTPUT SCREEN; 
OUTPUT COLOR; 
OUTPUT BORDER; 
OUTPUT SHIFT 0.0-0.5: 
C OUTPUT PAUSE; 

SYSTEM CARTESIAN; 

DEFINE xend lO.Oe-3; 
DEFINE xgap 3.Oe-3; 
DEFINE Ndiode 30; 
DEFINE dx = xgap/Ndiode; 
DEFINE Nx = xend/dx; 
DEFESfE Nxgrid = Nx + 2; 
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XIGRID UNIFORM Nxgrid 2 0. dx; 

DEFINE Ny 1; 
D E F B ^ dy=dx; 
DEFINE yend=Ny*dy; 
DEFINE Nygrid = Ny +3; 

X2GRID UNIFORM Nygrid 2 0. dy; 

DEFINE Nysym = Nygrid - 1; 
SYMMETRY PERIODIC ALIGN 2 2 Nxgrid 2 ANTI-ALIGN 2 Nysym Nxgrid Nys>an; 

DEFINE dt = (2.5000000le-9 )*dx; 
DEFINE Trise 0.2000010e-9; 
DEFINE kTrise = Trise/dt; 

DEFINE ktune = 5.0000lOe-9/dt; 

DEFINE kplot = (0.50001e-9)/dt; 

DEFESfE kstart = 0.50000 le-9/dt; 
c DEFINE kstart = ktime/2; 
C DEFINE kstart = kplot + 1; 
c DEFINE kstart = 500.0e-12/dt; 
c DEFINE kstart = 3*ktmie/4; 
DEFINE Ttot = ktime*dt; 

DEFINE itrajplot = kplot; 
DEFINE ktrajst = kplot; 

FIELDS ALL HI-Q ktime dt; 
z FIELDS ALL BIASED ktime dt; 
z FBELDS ALL SYMMETRIC ktime dt; 
2 *************** TIMERS ***************; 

TBVIER phasel PERIODIC kstart 1.0e9 kplot BsiTERVAL 1 
TBVIER for-traj PERIODIC ktrajst 1.0e9 kplot; 
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TBVIER for-energy PERIODIC 1 1.0e9 1; 

Z TBVIER for-rec PERIODIC 200 1.0e9 200 
TBVIER for-rec DISCRETE ktime; 

TBVIER for-fields DISCRETE 1 , 

Z TBVIER for-fields PERIODIC 0 1.0e5 100; 

DEFINE dstat = ktime/10; 
TBVIER for-stats PERIODIC 0 1.0e9 100; 

COURANT SEARCH; 
DIAGNOSE COURANT 1 0 0; 

2 ************ cathode ***********************. 

Z DIAGNOSE CONDUCTOR 10 1 

CONDUCTOR cathode ALIGN 2 2 2 Nysym; 

2 ***************** anode ************************ 

C MATERIAL al MASS 13 26.98 2.7E3 RESISTIVITY 2.97E-3; 

Z DIAGNOSE FOIL 1 0 1; 
Z DLA.GNOSE MATERIAL 10 1; 

DEFESfE kanode = Ndiode + 2; 
CONDUCTOR anode NONE kanode 2 ixanode Nysym; 

DEFESfE ifree = Nxgrid - 20; 

c FREESPACE FBELDS ALL XI ANTI-ALIGN ifree Nxgrid 2 3; 
c FREESPACE FIELDS ALL X2 ANTI-ALIGN ifree Nxgrid 2 3; 
c FREESPACE FIELDS ALL X2 ALIGN ifree Nxgrid 2 3; 

CONDUCTOR end ANTI-ALIGN Nxgrid 2 Nxgrid 3; 
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c OUTGOING ALL ANTI-ALIGN Nxgrid 2 Nxgrid 3; 

2 *************** accelerating potential ********************** 

DEFINE elemass = 9.109E-31; 
REAL massp; 
DEFESfE massp = 1.673E-27; 
DEFESfE eleq = 1.602e-19; 
DEFINE c 3.0e8; 
DEFINE pi 3.14159; 

DEFINE Vmax 400.0e3; 
FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vmax*(1.0 - exp(-LO*(t)/Trise)); 

POISSON diode 3 cathode -1.0 anode 0.0 end 0.0 BsflTIAL X1; 
c POISSON diode 2 cathode -1.0 anode 0.0 BSflTLVL XI; 
CBR.CUIT Vext diode ;c MEASURE INTEGRAL 12 2 522; 

c VECTOR phasel FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 xgap AXIS Y 0.0 yend NUMBER 10 10; 
c VECTOR phasel FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 xgap AXIS Y 0.0 yend SCALE LOG 100 
NUMBER 10 10; 

RANGE phasel 1 FBELD El 2 2 Nxgrid 2 1; 

DISPLAY ESfTEGER 2 Nxgrid 2 Nygrid; 

2 ***************** cathode emission ***********************; 

IF (icatemt? .eq. 1) THEN; 

KINEMATICS ELECTRON 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1; 
CURRENTS LCC NO NO 0.0 1.0; 

DEFINE inumcate 2; 
DEFINE idtcate 1; 
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cDEFB^Ebrkl08.3e3; 
c DEFESfE Ebrk 290. Oe5; 
DEFBSJE Ebrk 0.0; 

DEFINE tbrk = -1.0*Trise*log( 1.0-Ebrk*(5.0E-3)/(l 0*Vmax) ) 
C D E F E ^ tbrk = 0.0; 

DEFn>JE veleO = 1.0E6; 
DEFINE catshth = veleO*idtcate*dt; 
DEFINE Eo = (0.5*elemass*vele0**2)/1.602e-19; 

EMISSION elemt ELECTRON inumcate idtcate FIELD 1.0 Ebrk NULL NULL 
NULL 

SPACESfG UNIFORM catshtii UNIFORM CONSERVED Eo; 

EMIT elemt cathode; 

ENDIF; 

2 ************** ajjQ(je emission ***************** 

DEFINE anmassion = 9.109e-31/1.672e-27; 
DEFESfE chrgion-1.0; 
DEFINE massk = 100.0; 
DEFINE posmass = massk*aiimassion; 
SPECIES positron +1.0 posmass; 
KINEMATICS positron 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1; 

KINEMATICS proton 1 YES NO YES EM 1 1; 

DEFINE xflux = xgap - dx ; 
FLUX jele|an for-energy ELECTRON BSfDICES ALIGN REAL xflux 0 0 xflux 

yend; 

OBSERVE FLUX jele|an CURRENT-DENSITY; 
OBSERVE FLUX jele|an CHARGE-DENSITY; 
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DEFESfE xflux2 = dx; 

FLUX jelelcat for-energy ELECTRON INDICES ALIGN REAL xflux2 0.0 xflux2 
yend; 

OBSERVE FLUX jelelcat CURRENT-DENSITY; 

c OBSERVE FLUX anflux CURRENT; 

c OBSERVE FLUX anflux MACRO-PARTICLES; 

REAL anfrac; 
c DEFESfE anfrac = 1.0*3.0*sqrt(posmass/2.0); 

DEFINE anfrac = sqrt(9.109E-31/(1.673E-27)); 
c DEFINE anfrac = sqrt(1.0/massk); 
c DEFESfE anfrac = 1.0; 

DEFINE inumanp = 1; 
DEFINE idtanp = l*idtcate; 
c DEFINE idtanp = 1; 
DEFINE vpO = veleO*aiifrac; 
c DEFESfE vp0 = 2.*4.e4; 
DEFESfE anshth = vpO*idtanp*dt; 
DEFESfE gvpO = 1.0/sqrt(1.0 - (vp0/3.8e8)**2); 
c DEFINE Epo = 0.5*( 100.0*9.109e-31)*(vp0**2)/1.602e-19; 
DEFESfE Epo = 0.5*(1.673e-27)*(vp0**2)/1.602e-19; 
FUNCTION an(t,xl,x2,En) = anfrac*obsl*4*max( step(ABS(obsl),0)-0.75,0.0); 

FUNCTION stepan(t,xl,x2) = 4.0*max( step(ABS(obsl),0.0)-0.75,0.0); 
c FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.86*anfrac*(2.33e-

6)*(Vext(t)**(3/2))/((catexpnd(t))**2); 
c FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.86*anfrac*(2.33e-6)*(Vext(t)**(3/2))/((xgap-

xl)**2); 
FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.00*anfrac*obsl; 
FUNCTION anemt(t,xl,x2,En) = (stepan(t,xl,x2))*(anl(t,xLx2)); 

BF (ianemt? .eq. 1)THEN; 
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EMISSION anemtion proton inumcate idtcate FIELD stepan 0.0 NULL NULL 
NULL 

SPACING UNIFORM anshth UNIFORM CONSERVED Epo; 

EMIT anemtion anode; 

PHASESPACE phasel AXES XI PI SPECIES proton; 

DEFINE xflux = xgap - dx ; 
FLUX jion|an for-energy proton INDICES ANTI-ALIGN REAL xflux 0.0 xflux 

yend; 

OBSERVE FLUX jionlan CURRENT-DENSITY; 

DEFINE xflux2 = dx; 
FLUX jion|cat for-energy proton BSfDICES ANTI-ALIGN REAL xflux2 0.0 

xflux2 yend; 

OBSERVE FLUX jionjcat CURRENT-DENSITY; 

ENDBF; 

Q *************** closing diode gap model **************; 

IF (cond? .eq. 1)THEN; 

DEFESfE dxgap = xgap/5; 
DEFINE sheathcond = 1.0e37; 
DOi 1 5 1; 

DEFESfE j = i-l; 
DEFINE xcondO = xgap; 
DEFINE vexpnd = xgap/(ktime*dt - 1.5e-9); 
DEFINE xcond'i'= xgap - 'i'*dxgap; 

DEFINE toflO = tbrk + dxgap/vexpnd; 
DEFESfE ton'i'= tofiPj'; 
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DEFESfE toflPi' = ton'i' + dxgap/vexpnd; 
FUNCTION condt'i'(t) = (vexpnd*(t-ton'i')/dxgap)*(step(t.ton'i') -

step(t,tofiPi')) + step(t,toflPi'); 

CONDUCTANCE DYNAMIC condt'i' sheathcond REAL xcond'i' xcond'i' 
0.0 dy; 

ENDDO; 

DOi 15 1; 
DEFESfE j = i-l; 
DEFESfE xcond20 = xgap; 
DEFESfE vexpnd2 = (0.5)*xgap/(ktmie*dt - L5e-9); 
DEFINE xcond2'i'= xgap + 'i'*dxgap; 

DEFESfE toflEZO = tbrk + dxgap/vexpnd2; 
DEFESfE ton2'i' = toff2'j'; 

DEFESfE toffi'i' = ton2'i' + dxgap/vexpnd2; 
FUNCTION condt2'i'(t) = (vexpnd2*(t-ton2'i')/dxgap)*(step(t,ton2'i') 

step(t,toff2'i')) + step(t,toff2'i'); 
CONDUCTANCE DYNAMIC condt2'i' sheathcond REAL xcond2'i' 

xcond2'j' 0.0 dy; 
ENDDO; 

ENDIF; 

2 *********** electron measurements *******************; 

IF ((icatemt? .eq. 1) ) THEN; 
PHASESPACE phasel AXES XI PI SPECIES all; 

DEFINE kfield = Nx - 25; 

c FLUX partcross for-energy all INDICES ALIGN bcfield 2 bcfield 3: 
c OBSERVE FLUX partcross MACRO-PARTICLES; 
c OBSERVE FIELD El bcfield 2 kfield 3 FFT 5; 
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c TRAJECTORY kplot for-traj 500 ELECTRON 
0.0 xend 0.0 yend; 

ENDIF; 

ENERGY for-energy REAL xgap xend 0.0 yend; 
c OBSERVE ENERGY GAINED ALL 1 ; 
c OBSERVE ENERGY EM 0 1; 
OBSERVE ENERGY EM 0 0 FFT 5;C WEsfDOW FREQUENCY 0.0 100.0E9: 

c OBSERVE ENERGY TOTAL 0 1; 

STATISTICS for-stats; 

IF (datafile? .eq. 1) THEN; 

DUMP NAME 1DVRCD3; 
DUMP FORMAT BESfARY; 
c DUMP FORMAT ASCH; 
DUMP TYPE OBSERVE; 
DUMP TYPE PHASESPACE; 
c DUMP TYPE FLUX; 
DUMP TYPE TRAJECTORY; 
DUMP TYPE VECTOR; 
DUMP TYPE GRID; 
DUMP TYPE RANGE; 
DUMP TYPE BOUNDARY; 

ENDIF; 
IF (restart? eq. l ) THEN; 

RECORDfor-recrestart.dat 10; 

ENDIF; 

START; 

STOP; 
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TITLE "2D VIRCATIOR MODEL"; 
DEBUG ALL; 
^ ******************* SIMULATION CASE SETTINGS ********************* 
TERMINATE WARNING; 
C 0 = NO; 
C 1=YES; 

DEFESfE datafile? 1; 

INTEGER anemt?; 
DEFINE anemt? 0; 

ESfTEGER catemt; 
DEFESfE catemt? 1; 

DEFINE ancat? 0; 
DEFINE cycat? 1; 

INTEGER plasma?; 
DEFINE plasma? 0; 

DEFESfE iBext? = 0; 
DEFINE Boext 10.0; 

DEFINE Bguide? 1; 
DEFINE Bo 10.0; 

DEFESfE itraj? 1; 
TAGGESfG 0.002; 

DEFE^ catfld? 0; 
DEFINE restart? 0; 

OUTPUT SCREEN; 
OUTPUT COLOR; 
OUTPUT BORDER; 
OUTPUT SHIFT 0.0-0.5; 
c OUTPUT PAUSE; 

SYSTEM CYLINDER-THETA; 
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DEFD f̂E zstart 0.0; 
D E F E ^ zl = lO.OOe-3; 
DEFESfE zgap = 3.0e-3;' 
DEFESfE zfoil = zl + zgap; 
DEFINE zvirc = zfoil + zgap + 2.e-3; 
DEFINE izvirc = zvirc/. le-3; 
DEFESfE z2 = lO.OOOE-3; 
DEFENfE zend = zstart + lO.Oe-3 + 8.0e-3 + 10 Oe-3 + 75 Oe-3 
XIGRID FUNCTION 272 2 0. 

20 0.5e-3 lO.Oe-3 
80 O.le-3 8.0e-3 
20 O.le-3 lO.Oe-3 
150 0.5e-3 75.0e-3; 

DEFESfE rguide 15.Oe-3; 
DEFESfE rstart 0.0; 
DEFINE rl = 10.Oe-3; 
DEFINE rin = rl - l.OOOe-3; 
D E F E ^ rlgridi = rin - 2.0e-3; 
DEFESfE rlgridf = rl + 2.0e-3; 
c DEFESfE rinf = 1. l*(rguide ); 
DEFINE rinf = rlgridf + 8.0e-3; 
z DEFESfE rinf= 0.12; 
DEFESfE r2 = rinf- rlgridf; 
DEFINE rend = rstart + rinf; 
X2GRID FUNCTION 142 2 0. 

120 O.le-3 rlgridf 
20 0. le-3 r2; 

SYMMETRY AXIAL ALIGN REAL 0.0 0.0 zend 0.0; 

DEFENE dt = 2.5000001e-13; 
c DEFINE dt = (2.00000001e-9 )*1.0e-3; 
DEFINE Trise 0.200010e-9; 
c DEFESfE Trise = 20*dt; 
DEFINE kTrise = Trise/dt; 

c DEFINE ktime = 25*kTrise; 
DEFESfE ktime = 5.00010e-9/dt; 
c DEFINE ktune 5000; 
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DEFINE kplot = l.OOOOe-9/dt; 
c DEFINE kplot = (1.00000 le-9)/dt; 
c DEFESfE lq)lot = 500; 

c DEFINE kstart = 0.50000 le-9/dt; 
c DEFESfE kstart = ktmie/2; 
DEFESfE kstart = kplot + 1; 
c DEFINE kstart = 500.0e-12/dt; 
c DEFINE kstart = 3*ktime/4; 
DEFINE Ttot = ktime*dt; 

DEFESfE itrajplot = kplot; 
DEFINE ktrajst = kstart - kplot; 

FIELDS ALL HI-Q ktime dt; 
z FIELDS ALL BL\SED ktune dt; 
z FIELDS ALL SYMMETRIC ktime dt; 
2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * TT]VfPlJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . 

TBVIER phasel PERIODIC kstart L0e9 kplot INTERVAL 1; 
TBVIER for-traj PERIODIC 0 1.0e9 kplot; 

TBVBER for-energy PERIODIC 1 1.0e9 1; 

Z TBVIER for-rec PERIODIC 200 1.0e9 200; 
TBVIER for-rec DISCRETE ktime; 

TBVIER for-fields DISCRETE 1 ; 

TBVIER for-cmt PERIODIC 0 ktune 1 BSfTERVAL 1; 

Z TBVIER for-fields PERIODIC 0 1.0e5 100; 

DEFESfE dstat = ktune/lO; 
TBVIER for-stats PERIODIC 0 L0e9 dstat; 

COURANT SEARCH; 
DIAGNOSE COURANT 1 0 0; 
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2 ************ cathode ***********************. 

Z DIAGNOSE CONDUCTOR 10 1 

Z anular cathode; 
IF (ancat? .eq. 1) THEN; 

CONDUCTOR cathode ALIGN REAL z2 0.0 z2 rin zl rin zl rl 0.0 rl 0 0 0 0 /2 
0.0; 
ENDIF; 

Z cylinderical cathode; 
IF (cycat? eq. 1)THEN; 

CONDUCTOR cathode ALIGN REAL zl 0.0 zl rl 0.0 rl 0.0 0.0 zl 0.0; 
ENDIF; 
c CONDUCTOR short ALIGN REAL zl rl zfoil rl; 

^r *i* 1* I* *I* •!* 'I* I* 1* *I* *i* 1* 1* I* •!* I* 'I* *l* Q n J ^ / l ^ SfC3|€5lC^3(€3|CS(C5|C3|C3|C3jC3|C3|C3|C3|C3|C3|C3|€3(C3f!3|C3|C3jC, 

C MATERIAL al MASS 13 26.98 2.7E3 RESISTIVITY 2.97e-2; 

Z DIAGNOSE FOIL 1 0 1; 
Z DIAGNOSE MATEIOAL 10 1; 

c CONDUCTOR anode NONE REAL zfoil rguide zfoil 0.0; 

CONDUCTOR anode NONE REAL zfoil 0.0 zfoil rl ; 
CONDUCTOR anodel NONE REAL zfoil rl zfoil rguide; 

c FOBL al 15.0e-6 REAL zfoil 2 zfoil rguide; 
2 ***************** vvaveguide **********************; 

c CONDUCTOR waveguide ANTI-ALIGN REAL 0.0 rinf zfoil rinf zfoil rguide zend 

rguide 
zend rinf zfoil rinf; 
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CONDUCTOR waveguide ANTI-ALIGN REAL 0.0 rinf zfoil rinf zfoil rguide zend 
rguide zend rinf zfoil rinf; 

c CONDUCTOR waveguide ANTI-ALIGN REAL 0.0 rinf zfoU rinf zend rinf; 

c CONDUCTOR waveguide ANTI-ALIGN REAL 0.0 rinf 0.6 rinf;c zfod rguide; 

DEFINE zabs = zend - 39*0.5e-3; 
DEFINE zprobe = zabs - 5.Oe-3; 
DEFESfE rhalf = rguide/2; 

FREESPACE FIELDS ALL XI ANTI-ALIGN REAL zabs zend 0.0 rguide; 
c FREESPACE FIELDS ALL X2 ALIGN REAL zabs zend 0.0 rhalf; 
c FREESPACE FIELDS ALL X2 ANTI-ALIGN REAL zabs zend rhalf rguide; 

c OUTGOING ALL ANTI-ALIGN REAL zend 0.0 zend rguide; 

2 *************** accelerating potential *********************; 

DEFINE elemass = 9.109e-31; 
DEFESfE eleq = 1.602e-19; 
real ionmass ; 
DEFINE ionmass = L673e-27; 
DEFESfE c 3.0e8; 
DEFESfE pi 3.14159; 

DEFESfE Vmax 300.0e3; 
c DEFINE Vmax 6.0e6; 
FUNCTION Vl(t) = Vmax*(1.0 - exp(-LO*(t)/Trise)); 
c FUNCTION Vl(t) = Vmax*(1.0 - exp(-1.0*(t)/Trise))*step(5*Trise,t); 
FUNCTION V2(t) = Vmax*(exp(-1.0*(t-5*Trise)/Trise))*( step(t,5*trise)); 
Z FUNCTION V2(t) = 0.0; 
c FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vl(t) + V2(t); 
FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vl(t) ; 
c FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vmax; 

FUNCTION Vextr(x2) = L/x2; 
VOLTAGE FIELDS TM Vext Vextr 1.0 0.0 1.0 ALIGN REAL 0.0 rl 0.0 nnf; 
c VOLTAGE FIELDS TE Vext Vextr 1.0 0.0 1.0 ALIGN REAL 0.0 rl 0.0 rinf; 

IF (iBext? eq. 1)THEN; 
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c FUNCTION Bextz(xl,x2) = (Boext)*(step(rguide,x2)*( 1.0-step(xl 0 l^))) 
c PRESET BIRD FUNCTION BextzMODffY ADD 
BEXTERNAL Boext 0.0 0 0 

ENDIF; 
c IF (Bguide? eq. 1) THEN; 
c DEFESfE zo 4.e-2; 
c DEFINE sigma 2. e-3; 
c DEFESfE Bn = Bo/(signia*sqrt(2*3.1415927)); 
c FUNCTION Bz(xl) = Bn*exp(-((xl-zo)**2)/(2.*sigma**2)); 
c FUNCTION Br(xl,x2) = Bz(xl)*x2*(xl-zo)/(2.*sigma**2); 
c PRESET BIRD FUNCTION Bz MODIFY ADD; 
c PRESET B2RD FUNCTION Br MODffY ADD; 
c VECTOR phasel FBELD BIRD B2RD AXIS X 20.0E-3 60.0E-3 AXIS Y 0 0 
RGUIDE; 
c VECTOR phasel FIELD BIRD B2RD AXIS X 0.0 20.0E-3 AXIS Y 0 0 
RGUIDE; 
c ENDIF; 
c IF (Bguide? eq. 1) THEN; 
c FUNCTION Br(xl) = (Bo/sqrt(2))*( step(xl,30.0e-3) - step(xl,50.0e-3)) , 
c FUNCTION Bz(xl) = Br(xl); 
c PRESET B IRD FUNCTION Bz MODBFY ADD; 
c PRESET B2RD FUNCTION Br MODIFY ADD; 
c VECTOR phasel FIELD BIRD B2RD AXIS X 25.OE-3 55.0E-3 AXIS Y 0.0 
RGUIDE; 
c VECTOR phasel FIELD BIRD B2RD AXIS X 0.0 20.0E-3 AXIS Y 0.0 
RGUIDE; 
c ENDIF; 

IF (Bguide? .eq. 1) THEN; 
FUNCTION Br(xl) = Bo*(1.0-exp(-(xl-45.0e-3)/2.0e-3))*( step(xL45.0e-3) -

step(xl,60.0e-3)); 
FUNCTION Bz(xl) = Bo*( step(xl,45.0e-3) - step(xl,60.0e-3)) - Br(xl); 
PRESET B IRD FUNCTION Bz MODffY ADD; 
PRESET B2RD FUNCTION Br MODffY ADD; 
VECTOR phasel FIELD BIRD B2RD AXIS X 20.0E-3 50.0E-3 AXIS Y 0.0 

RGUIDE; 
VECTOR phasel FIELD BIRD B2RD AXIS X 0.0 20.0E-3 AXIS Y 0.0 

RGUIDE; 
ENDIF; 
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cPERSPECTFVE phasel FIELD PHST REAL 0.0 zfoU 0.0 rinf 1 1 WORKBOX 103 0 
1.0; 
c PERSPECTIVE phasel FIELD El 2 77 2 142 1 1 

EYEANGLE 1.0 -15.0 30.0 1.0 WORKBOX 4.0 6.0 4.0; 
Z VECTOR for-fields FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 zpulse AXIS Y 0.0 rinf; 
Z VECTOR for-fields FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 zpulse AXIS Y 0.0 rguide; 
c VECTOR phasel FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 zfoU AXIS Y 0.0 rguide; 
c VECTOR phasel FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.0 zfoil AXIS Y 0.0 rinf SCALE LOG 100; 
Z VECTOR for-fields FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.09 0.25 AXIS Y 0.0 rguide; 

c RANGE phasel 1 FBELD B3 izfoil irl izend irl ; 

DEFINE zdisend = zend + .5e-3; 
DEFESfE rdisend = rinf + 0.5e-3; 
DISPLAY REAL 0.0 zdisend 0.0 rdisend NOGRID; 
C range phasel 1 field e2 real 0.0 rl 0.0 rinf; 

2 ***************** cathode emission ***********************; 

IF (catemt? .eq. 1) THEN; 

KINEMATICS ELECTRON 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1; 
CURRENTS LCC NO NO 0.0 1.0; 

Z anular cathode; 
IF (ancat? .eq. 1)THEN; 

DEFINE inumcate 1; 
DEFINE idtcate 1; 

ENDIF; 

Z cyUnderical cathode; 
IF (cycat? .eq. 1)THEN; 

DEFINE inumcate 1; 
DEFINE idtcate 4; 

ENDIF; 

c DEFESfE Ebrk 108.3e3; 
DEFESfE Ebrk 290.0e5; 
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c DEFESfE Ebrk 0.0; 
DEFESfE tbrk = -1.0*Trise*log( LO-Ebrk*(zfoil-zl)/( 1.0*Vmax) ); 
C DEFESfE tbrk = 0.0; 

DEFINE vele0=1.0e6; 
DEFINE catshth = veleO*idtcate*dt; 
DEFINE gvele= 1.0/sqrt(1.0 - (vele0/3.0e8)**2); 
DEFINE Eo = (gvele*elemass*9.0el6 - elemass*9.0el6)/1.602e-19; 

DEFINE phsphnt = zfoil + 10.Oe-3; 

FUNCTION catl(t,xl,x2,En) = step(xl,z2-10.*0. le-3); 
c FUNCTION catl(t,xl,x2,En) = 1.0; 
c FUNCTION cat2(t,xl,x2) = 1.86*(2.33e-

6)*(Vext(t)**(3/2))/((catexpnd(t))**2); 
c FUNCTION catele(t,xl,x2,En) = (catl(t,xl,x2,En))*(cat2(t,xl,x2))*step(t,tbrk); 

c EMISSION elemt ELECTRON inumcate idtcate BEAM catele SPACING 
UNIFORM catshth UNIFORM 

ENERGY Eo; 

EMISSION elemt ELECTRON inumcate idtcate FIELD catl Ebrk NULL NULL 
NULL 

SPACESfG UNffORM catshtii UNIFORM CONSERVED Eo; 

EMIT elemt cathode; 

2 ************** anode emission * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . 

DEFINE anmassion = 9.109e-31/1.672e-27; 
DEFINE chrgion-1.0; 
DEFINE massk = 100.0; 
DEFINE posmass = massk*anmassion; 
SPECIES positron +1.0 posmass; 
KINEMATICS positron 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1 
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c KINEMATICS PROTON 1 YES NO YES EM 1 1; 

DEFESfE zfluxl = zl + 0. le-3; 
FLUX anfluxl for-energy ELECTRON E^ICES ALIGN REAL zfluxl 0.0 

zfluxl r l ; 

OBSERVE FLUX anfluxl CURRENT-DENSITY; 

DEFINE zflux2 = zfoil; 
FLUX anflux2 for-energy ELECTRON EsfDICES ALIGN REAL zfoil 0.0 zfoil rl 

OBSERVE FLUX anflux2 CURRENT-DENSITY; 

FLUX anflux3 for-energy ELECTRON BSfDICES ANTI-ALIGN REAL zfoil 0 0 
zfoil r l ; 

OBSERVE FLUX anflux3 CURRENT-DENSITY; 

REAL anfrac; 
c DEFINE anfrac = 1.0*3.0*sqrt(posniass/2.0); 

c D E F E ^ anfrac = sqrt(9.109e-31/(1.673E-27)); 
DEFINE anfrac = sqrt(1.0/massk); 
c DEFINE anfrac = 1.0; 

DEFINE inumanp 1; 
DEFINE idtanp = 5*idtcate; 
c DEFINE idtanp = 1; 
c DEFINE vpO = veleO; 
DEFINE VpO = veleO*anfrac; 
c DEFESfE vp0 = 2.*4.e4; 
DEFINE anshth = vpO*idtanp*dt; 
DEFESfE gvpO = 1.0/sqrt(1.0 - (vpO/3.8e8)**2); 
DEFESfE Epo = 0.5*(100.0*9.109E-31)*(vp0**2)/1.602e-19; 

c DEFINE Epo = Eo; 
FUNCTION an(t,xl,x2,En) = anfrac*obsl*4*max( step(ABS(obsl ),0)-0.7^.0.0): 

FUNCTION catexpnd(t) = zfoil - zl - \pO*(t-tbrk); 
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FUNCTION stepanl(t,xl,x2,En) = 4.0*niax( step(ABS(obs2).0^0.75,0.0); 
FUNCTION stepan2(t,xl,x2,En) = 4.0*max( step(ABS(obs3).0)-0.-^5.0 0); 
c FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.86*anfrac*(2 33e-

6)*(Vext(t)**(3/2))/((catexpnd(t))**2); 
C FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = 1.86*anfrac*(2.33e-6)*(Vext(t)**(3/2)) ((zfoil-

zl)**2); 

C FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = anfrac*(abs(obs2) + abs(obs3)); 
FUNCTION anl(t,xl,x2) = anfrac*abs(obs2); 
FUNCTION an2(t,xl,x2) = anfrac*abs(obs3); 
FUNCTION anemtl(t,xl,x2,En) = (stepanl(t,xl,x2,En))*(anl(t.\Lx2)); 

FUNCTION anemt2(t,xl,x2,En) = (stepan2(t,xl,x2,En))*(an2(t.xLx2)); 

IF (anemt? .eq. 1) THEN; 

c EMISSION anemtion 1 positron inumanp idtanp BEAM anemt 1 
SPACESfG UNIFORM anshth UNIFORM COSINES vpO -1.0 0.0 0.0; 

c EMISSION anemtion2 positron inumanp idtanp BEAM anemt2 
SPACESfG UNIFORM anshth UNIFORM COSBSfES vpO 1.0 0.0 0.0; 

C EMIT anemtion 1 anode; 
c EMIT anemtioii2 anode; 

EMISSION anemtion positron inumanp idtanp FIELD stepan 1 0.0 NULL NULL 
NULL 

SPACESfG UNIFORM anshtii UNIFORM CONSERVED Epo; 
EMIT anemtion anode; 

FLUX Iion|an for-cmt positron BSfDICES 
ANTI-ALIGN REAL zflux2 0.0 zflux2 rguide; 

RANGE phasel 1 FLUX Honlan CURRENT; 
OBSERVE FLUX non|an CURRENT ; 
OBSERVE FLUX Honlan CURRENT-DENSITY; 

ENDIF; 
ENDIF; 

EF (plasma? .eq. 1)THEN; 
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DEFINE dzgap = zgap/5; 
REAL sheathcond; 
DEFINE sheathcond 1.0; 
DOi 15 1; 

DEFESfE j = i-l; 
DEFD4E zcondO = zfoil; 
DEFINE vexpnd = zfoil/(ktime*dt - l.Oe-9); 
c DEFESfE vexpnd = l.*(10.0e4)*sqrt(l/(massk*anmassion)); 
DEFINE zcond'i'= zfoil - 'i'*dzgap; 
DEFEvfE vbrk = sqrt(2*eleq*Vext(tbrk)/elemass); 
c DEFESfE tofiO = tbrk + zgap/vbrk + dzgap/vpO; 
DEFINE tofiO = tbrk + zgap/vbrk + dzgap/vexpnd; 
DEFESfE ton'i' = tofiPj'; 
c DEFESfE tofiPi' = ton'i' + dzgap/vpO; 
DEFINE toff'i' = ton'i' + dzgap/vexpnd; 
FUNCTION condt'i'(t) - (vexpnd*(t-ton'i')/dzgap)*(step(t,ton'i') -

step(t,toff'i')) + (sheathcond)*step(t,toflPi'); 
CONDUCTANCE DYNAMIC condt'i' sheathcond REAL zcond'i' zcond'j' 

0.0 rguide; 
ENDDO; 
D O i l 5 1; 

DEFESfEj = i-l; 
DEFINE zcond20 = zfoil; 
DEFESfE vexpnd2 = 0.5*zfoil/(ktime*dt - LOe-9); 
c DEFINE vexpnd2 = l.*(10.0e4)*sqrt(l/(niassk*aninassion)); 
DEFINE zcond2'i'= zfoil + 'i'*dzgap; 
DEFINE vbrk = sqrt(2*eleq*Vext(tbrk)/elemass); 
c DEFINE toff20 = tbrk + zgap/vbrk + dzgap/vpO; 
DEFINE toff20 = tbrk + zgap/vbrk + dzgap/vexpnd2; 
DEFINE ton2'i' = toffi'j'; 
c DEFINE toff2'i' = ton2'i' + dzgap/vpO; 
DEFINE toflQ'i' = ton2'i' + dzgap/vexpnd2; 
FUNCTION condt2'i'(t) = (vexpnd2*(t-ton2'i')/dzgap)*(step(t,ton2'i') -

step(t,toflE2'i')) + (sheathcond)*step(t,toff2'i'); 
CONDUCTANCE DYNAMIC condt2'i' sheathcond REAL zcond2'i' 

zcond2'j' 0.0 rguide; 
ENDDO; 

ENDBF; 
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2 ******** electron measurements ******************* 

IF ( (catemt? eq. 1) ) THEN; 

PHASESPACE phasel AXES XI Pl;c SPECIES aU; 

DEFESfE zflux = zfoil - 0. le-3; 
DEFINE kcmtst = .5e-9/dt; 

FLUX Iele|an for-cmt ELECTRON BSfDICES 
ALIGN REAL zflux 0.0 zflux rguide; 

RANGE phasel 1 FLUX lelejan CURRENT; 
OBSERVE FLUX Iele|an CURRENT ; 
OBSERVE FLUX lelejan CURRENT-DENSITY; 

c FLUX cmtanti for-cmt ALL BSfDICES 
ANTI-ALIGN REAL zflux 0.0 zflux rguide; 

c RANGE phasel 1 FLUX cmtanti CURRENT; 
c OBSERVE FLUX cmtanti CURRENT ; 
c OBSERVE FLUX cmtanti CURRENT-DENSITY; 

FLUX probecross for-energy ALL INDICES ALIGN REAL zprobe 0.0 zprobe 
rguide; 

OBSERVE FLUX probecross MACRO-PARTICLES; 
OBSERVE FIELD El REAL zprobe 0.0 zprobe rguide FFT 5 WINDOW 

FREQUENCY 0.0 50.0E9; 
OBSERVE POYNTING ALL ALIGN REAL zprobe 0.0 zprobe rguide ; 

OBSERVE POYNTING ALL ANTI-ALIGN REAL zprobe 0.0 zprobe rguide , 

c OBSERVE FBELD E2 REAL zfoil 0.0 zfoil rguide; 

RANGE phasel 1 FIELD El REAL zl 0.0 zend 0.0; 
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DEFESfE trajhnt = l.Oe-3 + zfoil; 
TRAJECTORY KPLOT for-traj'sOO ELECTRON 

0.0 trajhnt 0.0 rguide; 
ENDIF; 

ENERGY for-energy REAL 0.0 1.2 0.0 rinf; 

OBSERVE FIELDENERGY El REAL zfoil zend 0.0 rguide DIFFERENTIATE FFT 
WINDOW FREQUENCY 0.0 50.0E9; 

STATISTICS for-stats; 

IF (datafile? .eq. 1) THEN; 
DUMP NAME vircdl; 
DUMP FORMAT BINARY; 
DUMP TYPE OBSERVE; 
DUMP TYPE PHASESPACE; 
c DUMP TYPE FLUX; 
DUMP TYPE TRAJECTORY; 
DUMP TYPE VECTOR; 
DUMP TYPE GRID; 
DUMP TYPE RANGE; 
DUMP TYPE BOUNDARY; 
PARTICLES phasel TAGGESfG YES; 

ENDIF; 

IF (restart? .eq.l) THEN; 

RECORD for-rec restart.dat 10; 

ENDIF; 

START; 

STOP; 
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